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Introduction
Hewns can be played in a number of different ways because board pieces can 
be assembled differently every game, and there are different scenarios for the 
game, and with the sheer amount of different Hewns (characters) is so diverse, 
no two games of Hewns will ever be alike!

The setup and contents of the game are found in the Hewns setup booklet, 
while the scenarios for the game are found in the Hewns scenario booklet. 
Using the models is shown in the “How do the Hewn models work?” Booklet. 
This rulebook focuses on how the game actually plays.

Some help using this rulebook!
Each section of this rulebook is colour-coded on the border of the page - so it is easy 
to reference the sections:

The 
Hewns

 THE 
Technologies

Game 
round 

Auction Actions Line of 
sight

Mining Encounters

Number of players and game length
2 to 4 players can play Hewns.  Experienced players will finish most scenarios in 2 
hours (or less). For your first game, plan for some extra time to teach the rules and 
get comfortable with the game.  All Hewns owned by a player are regarded as his part 
of his team, which is represented by a colour. (E.g. Orange)

How to win
The winning condition of most scenarios will be to have the most normal Substract 
at the end of the game! (See the section on Normal Substract and “dirty” 
Substract.)

If two or more players have the same amount of Normal Substract as each other, then 
those players compare who has the greatest quantity of healthy Hewns - the player 
with the most will win the game. If that is still a tie, then the game is declared a draw.

RulebookRulebook

Remember! Hewns can end suddenly because of certain conditions!

Note: Some scenarios that are to be released will have different victory conditions.

When does the game end?
Different scenarios have different end game triggers. 

In the base scenario, Raw Substract, these events will trigger an immediate end to 
the game:
1. The turn counter reaches the end of round 3 OR
2. The pile of normal Substract becomes empty OR
3.  The depleted mines counter reaches 15 on the depleted mines track on the 

scenario card OR
4.  Very rarely, all mines on the board will have depleted, without the depleted mines track 

reaching 15.

This is Normal Substract

Hewns is a science fiction mining game where you buy (via auction), technologies and alien biological robots
 - called Hewns - to mine a hostile planet for you. 
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TheThe

Hewns are biological, living aliens who have been modified with armour, devices and often weapons. 
Each type of Hewn is represented by a card showing its abilities and strengths:

Fogbear Hewn with normal control rod. (Healthy.)

Fogbear Hewn with transparent control rod. (Stunned.)
A damaged Hewn is a Hewn that has suffered immense body 
damage or significant damage to legs, or arms. It still has the 
owners control rod inserted; but it has been damaged from 
either an attack, (see the section on attacking), or some 
other event.  Attach a "damaged token" to the Hewn’s 
control rod so that all players can clearly see it is damaged. A 
damaged Hewn cannot move or take any actions. To take part 
in the game again, it needs to be repaired. This could take place 
as an automatic repair (see the automatic repair section) 
or be done in an encounter. 

A stunned Hewn (also regarded as a neutral 
Hewn) is a Hewn that has suffered a significant attack to 

State of a Hewn:
When a Hewn is bought, it is regarded as healthy. 
Each player can move and take actions with each of his 
healthy Hewns, one after another. (I.e. a healthy 
Hewn can take its own turn within the Hewns owners 
turn.) A healthy Hewn has its owners control rod 
inserted; and can move and take actions normally.  

Hewn Card showing each type of Hewn’s abilities and strengths.

Fogbear with normal control rod but damage token attached to it.
(Damaged.)

its brain/ central nervous region and is suffering from an 
inability to think (or act) in any way. As soon as a Hewn is 
stunned, the owners control rod is removed, and a clear 
rod inserted in its place. Place the corresponding Hewn 
card next to the stunned Hewn. A stunned Hewn cannot 
move or take any actions and is regarded as neutral 
(belongs to no player.) To take part in the game again, 
it needs to be repaired. This could take place as an 
automatic repair (see the recovery phase) or be done 
in an encounter.

A stunned and damaged Hewn (also regarded as 
neutral) has a damaged token attached to its clear 
control rod. 

A stunned and damaged Hewn cannot move or 
take any actions. The corresponding Hewn’s card must 
be placed next to this Hewn.  A Hewn in this state, needs 
to be repaired from both the damage and the stunned 
effects to take part in the game again.

Control Rod
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Fogbear with transparent control rod plus damaged token. (Stunned 
and damaged.)

Cost 
This is the minimum value that a Hewn can be bought 
for in an auction. Players can use normal Substract and/
or dirty Substract to pay for their auctions (see the 
Auction section). The final price a Hewn is bought for 
may be far higher than the minimum cost, but unless 
another rule overrides it, it cannot be lower than the 
minimum cost. 

Note: In the final round of many scenarios, such as 
Raw Substract, all Hewns and technologies will have a 
minimum price of 1.

Mining ability / DICE
A Hewn with this symbol can mine normal Substract 
from a mine. The number attached to the picture shows 
how many dice are rolled each time the unit mines. The 
higher the number, the better it’s mining ability! Note that 
this number DOES NOT include any bonus dice that 
the Hewn might get for mining a “+1” mine or “+2” 
mine OR the bonus dice for mining aggressively OR 
a bonus dice for major Gozzbag. (See the section on 
mining.) 

Action points
All healthy Hewns have action points and can perform 
actions, by spending their action points in its “Hewn 
turn”- each of a player’s Hewn has a “Hewn Turn”. (See 
also the section on action points.) Damaged and/or 
stunned Hewns cannot take actions until they are repaired 
and are healthy again.

Most of these action points will be spent on moving: 

moving 1 space costs that Hewn 1 action point. See the 
section on Moving. 

A player may also use some of his Hewn’s action points 
to do special abilities such as dig a tunnel; fly; or climb; or 
mining (see the descriptions on mining, climbing, digging 
and flying), provided the individual Hewn has those 
special abilities on their card. 

Some actions, like flying, digging or climbing can be done 
more than once in that Hewn’s turn, while others such 
as mining and “extract dirty Substract” can only 
be done once per turn.

Some actions, like same space encounters and 
ranged encounters are regarded as free, and cost no 
action points because they are so quickly done (i.e. 
instantaneous). Also, even if a Hewn is not enjoying 
its own Hewn’s turn and it engages in a long-range 
encounter or a same space encounter it’s also free. 

Other uses for Action Points
In addition, when a Hewn is attacked, it may roll a 
number of speed defence dice equal to its action 
points to help it duck/ manoeuvre out of the worst of an 
enemy’s fire. (See the encounters section.) This does 
not count as using action points!

Armour
Represents the strength and/or thickness of the metal 
encasing your Hewn, and its natural toughness.  The 
number represented on your armour icon is the number 
of armour dice you get to roll each time you are 

Costs of actions
(and restrictions on number of times they can be done.)
Move 1 space 1

Mining 1 Maximum 1 time per Hewn’s turn.

Encounter (Same space and ranged) 0 Costs 1 if attempting additional repair/ attack on damaged and/
or stunned Hewn after any failed attempt in the same turn.

Climb 3 Mudgestick must touch start and end points but cannot touch 
any other spaces.

Dig 2 Mudgestick must touch the start and end points. Place digging 
Hewn either on the new tunnel space or on one of the two 
spaces connected by the new tunnel. (Increasing the size of the 
tunnel costs 1 action point.)

Calm planet 1

Fly 2 Mudgestick must touch start and end points.

Extract Dirty Substract 1 Maximum 1 time per Hewn’s turn.

Transmit Substract 0

Banjering technologies to a Hewn 0

attacked.  (See the encounters section.)  

Note: A Hewn character being attacked may therefore 
roll dice for both speed and armour to help him survive. 
He may also get defensive bonuses for technologies, and 
he may “burn a single Substract” to give him a single 
extra armour dice in defence. (See the encounters 
section.) 

Re-roll ability (eyeball/DICE) 
The number shown in the eyeball symbol is the number 
of re-rolls that a Hewn has either when attacking (see 
the encounter section), or mining (see the mining 
section.) If the owner of the Hewn does not like a dice 
roll result, simply re-roll the dice. Any dice can be re-
rolled by the owner, even more than once - so long as 
the owner does not do any more re-rolls in that mining 
action (or attacking action) than is allowed on his card. 

Note: Re-rolls may not be used for repair dice rolls; 
danger dice; hurt dice; armour or speed defence dice 
re-rolls.  

Substract STORAGE SPACES
Most Hewns can store Substract; some can store it in 
more than one place (such as the Hover Cataclysm). The 
number shown is the total Substract that they can hold 
at any one time. Note that many Hewns can store some 
or all of their Substract in secret locations, which 
clearly means that opponents will not necessarily know 
if that Hewn has Substract or not! This is very important 
for bluffing and ensuring that other players don’t know 
the true strength of these Hewns.
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Size
Hewns are either Big (B), or Medium (M), or 
Small (S) in size. Big Hewns can only enter big spaces; 
Medium Hewns can enter both big and medium 
spaces while Small Hewns can enter big, medium and 
small spaces. This also limits the entrances a Hewn can 
go through. 

Hidden Substract inside of an Igil. 

Weapons
Some Hewns have weapons that can fire Substract or 
dirty Substract at enemy or neutral Hewns. The weapons 
are represented on the Hewn card by the weapon icon. 
Those Hewns can participate in a ranged encounter.

Note: Each weapon shot costs one Substract 
- either normal Substract or dirty Substract. Weapon(s) 
can be fired both in a close combat attack AND in a 
ranged encounter/attack (provided the enemy or neutral 
Hewn is within “Line of sight” of your Hewn.) See 
the section on Line of sight and the sections on 
attacking in the encounters section.

Each Hewn may use a maximum of 7 (seven) 
Substract during encounters. It’s up to the 
Hewns owner to decide what is to be used for 
weapon shots in each encounter but they may 
wish to keep some of those Substract to create 
some body or brain screens!

When a Hewn chooses to use a weapon, he can choose 
between two different types of weapon shots for that 
weapon. Each form of shot uses a different type of dice:

•  Laser/Highly Focused type projectiles are 
represented by Yellow dice. (These are similar to 
the effect of a laser and are highly penetrative but are 
focused in a small area.) These dice have much higher 
average values but have the highest chance of missing.

•  Area or spread effect type projectiles are 
represented by Red dice (these are similar to the 
effect of a super-heated flame; with less penetration 
but a wider spread of attack.) The dice have lower 
average values but the least chance of missing.

Hewns can choose to have a mix of Yellow (laser/
focused type) dice shots and Red (Area affect) dice shots 
in the same attack. (See the section on attacking.) 

Example: During a long range encounter an Igil 
faces a Dreampogg. The Igil has 8 Substract. The Igil 
would be limited anyway to using 7 Substract in the 
encounter but the player owning the Igil decides to fire 
2 laser type dice and 3 area /spread effect dice and 1 
body screen. He would pick up the relevant dice secretly 
in his hands. (Hence a total 6 Substract must be used up 
for the weapon fire & shielding).  

Close combat DICE ability
When a Hewn moves into the same space as a healthy 
enemy Hewn they have to choose between attacking 
in close combat and trying a “brain repair” on 
the enemy Hewn. (See the section on same space 
encounters.)  

If a Hewn chooses to do close combat, then they will use 
the Pink dice for close combat in addition to any 
other weapons that they fire! (See the sections on 
attacking and weapons.) These dice represent their 
claws, teeth, beaks, horns, feet, massive thick armoured 
body structures and many other means of defeating 
their enemies. The number shown here is the number 
of close combat dice they can throw. Close combat dice 
cost zero (0) Substract to use. 

Nanasockets
In order to use certain technologies like Major 
Gozzbag and special creatures called Nananbites, A Cataclysm (Big) not being able to go into a medium or small space.

A Midocondrian (medium) isn’t able to go into a small space.
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(see the technologies cards), a Hewn would need a 
“Nanasocket”. The number shown here is the number 
of these Nanasockets that a specific Hewn has. When 
a player buys a new technology that uses a Nananbite 
technology, he can attach the technology to a Hewn 
that he owns (see the Banjering & attachment 
rules below). However, once Nananbites have been 
attached to a particular Hewn; they can never be moved 
to another Hewn! Other Nanasocket technologies can be 
replaced.

This is a Nanasocket.

Banjering, and attachment 
of technologies to Hewns. 
There are two ways to “attach” technologies like 
heart cards; technologies that use Nanansockets; 
and technologies that use Sicket socket 
technologies to individual Hewns. 
•  Attach it to a Hewn while the Hewn is not 

on the map. This can be done at any time, 
provided that the Hewn has an open space 
to receive such technology. (This is useful if 
you have a secret technology like a heart card 
- which you don’t want anyone else to see – 
and you attach it to the Hewn behind your 
screen.)

•  “Transmit” the technology to the Hewn 
using a process called Banjering. (Elements, 
parts and schematics are transmitted from the 
mother ship to a friendly Hewn.) This must be 
done during the players turn, so long as it is 
openly shown to the other players. It does not 
cost any action point to receive and attach 
the technology. Note: Banjering cannot be 
done when the receiving Hewn is in the same 
space as any other Hewn OR if any player 
has announced any encounter. (It’s 
too late!)

Sicket socketS
In order to use certain “Sicket socket” based 
technologies, (see the technology cards); Hewns need a 
“Sicket socket”. To attach a Sicket socket technology see 
the Banjering & attachment rules. 

This is a Sicket socket. (Bigger than a Nanasocket.)

Heart card
A complete heart card is made up of two parts: an 
“empty” card AND a stone heart (which is inserted 
into the card). 

Heart card placed in Hewn.

When a player buys a Hewn that can take a heart card, 
he/she takes just the appropriately sized empty 
card, but no heart stone. Note: This empty card 
can be placed into the Hewn you have just bought, but 
it will have no game effect (other than to keep other 
players guessing!)

If a player either buys heart stones, or if they are 
awarded a heart stone as part of a scenario, they can 
insert the heart stone into any empty heart card they 
have. That stone heart would be the colour of the player 
who bought the heart stones.

To attach a complete Heart Card to a Hewn, see the 
Banjering & attachment rules. 

Note: If a player elects to do Banjering of a complete 
heart card to a Hewn on the game board with an 
empty Heart card, simply show the others that you are 
replacing the empty heart card with the complete one. 
Otherwise, if the Hewn is off the board, the heart card 
can be secretly attached (i.e. inserted) behind the players 
screen. 

Heart cards are technologies that: 
1.  Protect your Hewn from a brain repair. (You get 

an extra d10 to protect you when an enemy tries 
to do a brain repair on you.) See the section on 
repairing.

2.  Helps a Hewn recover from being damaged.  (See 
the Recovery phase)

3.  Helps your Hewn recover from being stunned. 
(See the Recovery phase)

4.  Helps your Hewn re-assert control if another 
Hewn takes over your Hewn with a brain repair. 
(See the Recovery phase.)

Substract gems
When mining, a Hewn may obtain a Substract Gem by 
rolling the “Gem/ 2” face. (See the mining section.) If 
the player choses the Gem, the Hewn’s owner selects 
the best available Gem from the Gem pile, which must 
be inserted into the heart card of the Hewn, replacing 
any heart stone that might currently be there. (That 
heart stone is regarded as destroyed.)

Substract Gems in a heart card:
1.  Protect your Hewn from brain repair. (You get an 

extra d10 to protect you when an enemy tries to 

A complete heart card. (With components.)

Stone Heart

Empty card
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do a brain repair on you. See the repair section.)
2.  Help a Hewn recover from being damaged.  (See 

the Recovery phase)
3.  Are worth Substract at the end of the game, provided 

the Hewn that has the heart card with the Substract 
Gem is healthy at the time the game ends. (See 
each scenario)

Note: Substract gems in Hewns do not allow those 
Hewns to recover from being stunned or their previous 
owners to re-assert control in the recovery phase. 
(See heart cards above.)

Special abilities
Any special abilities that a Hewn may have are shown on 
the Hewn card. They include: 

Dig 
Any Hewn that can dig, can sacrifice 2 of their action 
points to build a tunnel between two spaces, using 
the Mudgestick (See the details on digging in the 
movement section.)

This is a Substract Gem.

Dig ability.

Climb 
Any Hewn that can climb, can sacrifice 3 action 
points to move to a different place on the board with 
the Mudgestick. (See the details of climbing in the 
movement section.)

Climb ability.

Fly ability.

Artillery ability.

Fly
Any Hewn that can fly, can sacrifice 2 action points 
to move to a different place on the board with 
the Mudgestick. (See the details of flying in the 
movement section.)

Artillery (lucky shot!)
A Hewn that has this ability, can take part in a special 
ranged encounter (called Artillery!) with an enemy 
or Neutral Hewn that is on the board! (See the section 
on ranged encounters.) Artillery is only used by a Hewn 
when it cannot see its target.

When announcing an Artillery! Encounter (this counts 
as an action) the announcing Hewn chooses any single 
Enemy or Neutral Hewn on the board (ranged 
encounters cannot target a space with more than one 
Hewn in it) and secretly picks a number of weapon 
dice of his choice, but he must take at least 2 dice! 
(He is limited by the amount of Substract stored on 
the Hewn and is always limited to using a maximum 7 
weapon dice.)

The Hewn being attacked can only secretly pick up to 7 
armour dice (limited by the Substract he can get hold of) 
if he wishes, but cannot return fire/ retaliate in any way. 
(Otherwise, the Hewn being attacked can roll all normal 
defensive speed and armour dice.)

After the dice are thrown, the defending enemy Hewn 
can completely discard any of the attacking dice of the 
artillery Hewn, to reflect the fact that the artillery is not 
as accurate as directly being able to see an enemy in 
normal ranged combat. (All of the remaining dice results 
now stand unless the Hewn can dodge, which will give him 
the option to reroll 1 of the attackers dice.) 

Hewns using the artillery ability never get to reroll 
attack dice, even if they have the re-roll ability. (See the 
example in the artillery ranged encounter in the ranged 
encounters section.)

Repair
A Hewn that has the repair ability, can perform:
• A body or brain repair on a neutral Hewn; or 
•  it can perform a body repair on a friendly 

Hewn that is damaged; or
•  It can perform a brain repair on an enemy 

Hewn. 
A Hewn with the repair ability will be able to roll 1 
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Repair ability.

Dodge ability.

Explode ability.

This is a Hewn that is comprised of a bunch of member creatures 
and is regarded as a swarm.

or more dice for the repair attempt depending on the 
number in the icon.
As this can only be performed on Hewns occupying 
the same space, see the section on same space 
encounters for how the repairs work.

Dodge
A Hewn that can dodge, can, when attacked, either in 
close combat or ranged combat, force the attacker to re-
roll any 1 (one) of his dice that he rolled. The attacker 
must do this re-roll.  The attacker may also have re-rolls, 
and thus may be able to re-roll that same dice! (See the 
example in the attacking section of the encounters.)

Explode
A Hewn that can explode, can only decide to use this 
special ability in a same space encounter (this counts 
as an attack) to sacrifice herself/ himself by exploding and 

dying. In the secret dice selection phase, the Hewn’s 
owner selects 3 (three) area effect dice – but will 
only have to use up 1 Substract. 

This is in addition to the close combat dice that the 
Hewn already gets to roll. The Hewn doing the exploding 
is regarded as dead and removed from the board. (I.e. 
never roll the “hurt dice” for it.)

Swarm
A Hewn that is comprised of a bunch of member 
creatures is regarded as a swarm. All of those 
members must travel together. (EG: the Veyark and the 8 
Arkz that come with it, are a swarm, and must travel 
together.)

Any technologies attached to any member of 
the swarm can be used by the swarm until that swarm 
member is killed: 

Example 1: If two members of the swarm had mining 
claws attached to them, the swarm could spend an 
action to begin to mine just like any other Hewn – and 
would roll 2 mining dice for those claws plus any other 
bonus dice.

Example 2: The Veyark & 8 Arkz swarm have 5 smaller 
Arkz each with a Nanasocket and 3 bigger Arkz each 
equipped with a Sicket Socket. These Arkz can receive 
technology upgrades like any other Hewn as per the 
Banjering & attachment rules. 

Action: The Hewn swarm can still only do as many 
actions as it has action points. (E.g.: The Veyark & Arkz 
swarm can only do 4 actions as it only has 4 action 
points.)

Attacking a swarm: (See the section on same space 
and ranged encounters.) When attacked, a swarm 
rolls both speed defence dice and any armour dice 
they are entitled to (including dice from technologies 
and/or body screens) to reflect the ability to avoid the 
damage of an attack. The attacker rolls any close combat 
or weapon dice and the total on the attacker’s dice 
are compared to the total the defending swarm rolled. 
The difference between the attacker’s total and total 
defences rolled by the swarm are the amount of swarm 
members killed – no hurt dice are rolled. The swarm 
owner decides which members of the swarm are killed 
– returning them and any technology they had to the 
box. If the total of attacker hits (less the swarm’s defence 
total rolled) equals or exceeds the number of swarm 
members left, the entire swarm dies and is removed 
from the board. 

Swarms attacking. If performing a close combat 
attack, a swarm rolls close combat dice equal to the 
number of members remaining in the swarm. For 
both close combat and ranged combat, a swarm can 
use weapons and +1/+2 weapons – provided they have 
Substract to burn. (See the encounter section.)

Doing a brain repair on a swarm. Swarms roll 
1d10 like any other Hewn and get a d10 bonus for each 
heart card they have, and a d10 for any Nanabites they 
use in defence of the brain repair. If the repairing Hewn 
gets a higher d10 roll than the swarm, the swarm will get 
a new control rod from the repairing Hewn’s team. (See 
the same space encounter section.)

Swarms doing brain repairs. Swarms can attempt 
brain or body repairs if they have technologies attached 
to them that allow them to “repair” other Hewns. 
If they have Nanabites, they can choose how many of 
them participate in each repair attempt or in defence 
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of an enemy repair. (See the same space encounter 
section.)

Swarms can never be stunned or damaged; 
they simply lose swarm members during attacks or the 
entire swarm can be “brain repaired” to join another 

Hewn team.

Calm planet
When a “calm planet” action, is taken by a Hewn 
with this ability, the Hewn can target either a lava 
danger token or a Snedj Nest danger token 
or a planet attack danger token that is up to 4 
spaces away from it (See the section on actions.) and 
immediately remove it to the respective pile on the side 
of the board.

However, a Hewn with the Calm planet ability 
cannot use the ability if it is in the same space 
as a Snedj Nest danger token, planet attack 
danger token or a lava danger token. It will get 
attacked by these dangers and must defend itself as best 
as possible. See the mining section for danger 
tokens.

NOTE: the see rules do not apply: The Hewn does not 
have to have line-of-sight to the danger token.

Calm planet ability.

Image required
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These cards reflect different types of technologies and scouting advantages that could be bought in an auction. (See 
the section on Banjering and attaching technologies to Hewns for how Technologies get attached to Hewns.)

The TECHNOLOGIESThe TECHNOLOGIES

MINIMUM Cost
This is the minimum amount of Substract that a player 
needs to bid, to win this item, or scouting advantage.

Sicket socket
This technology ONLY fits into a Sicket Socket. Note: 
Technologies that use Sicket Sockets may save the life 
of a Hewn: if a successful attack roll is made on a Hewn 
and the Enemy Hewn rolls a “Sicket” face on the hurt 
dice, provided that the Hewn has a Sicket technology 
inserted, the Hewn will live but the Sicket technology 
will be destroyed. (Discard the Sicket technology and its 
card by putting them back into the supply.) 

Sicket face of hurt dice.

Nanasocket
This technology ONLY fits into a Nanasocket.

+1/+2/etc weapons (Gunanas; 
Sicket Sunger; Futanaz)
Any of these weapons, when inserted into a Hewn that 
previously had no weapon symbol, gives the Hewn the 
weapons ability. (See the section on weapons.)

For each +1 (or +2) weapon used, the player also gets 

another +1 (or +2) to his total attack dice total. However, 
if all of the weapon dice come up as “0”, the weapon 
attack has completely failed, and no +1 or +2 weapon 
bonuses can be added! Note: in a close combat attack, 
the Hewn may still get an attack value from its close 
combat dice, which are different to the weapon dice!
You do not get any +1 or +2 bonuses when using the 
artillery ability!

Example: A Hewn has a Gunana attached to its Nanasocket 
and a Sicket Sunger attached to its Sicket Socket. He decides 
to announce a ranged encounter with another Hewn. He has 
a total of 3 Substract stored on his Hewn and decides to 
use 1 of them. He therefore chooses and picks up a single 
laser type dice in the secret dice selection phase and 
rolls a “2” in the dice rolling phase. He is now able to 
add +2 (for his two +1 weapons) to give him a “4” strength 
attack from his weapons. Had he rolled a “0” (zero) on his 
weapon attack dice total, he would get no bonuses and his 
total weapon attack would still be worth “0” (zero.) 

These weapons, when inserted into a Hewn that previously had no 
weapon symbol, gives the Hewn the weapons ability. 

Quantity
The person winning this auction gets this quantity of the 
item of technology. 

The Suderer (Extract Dirty 
Substract.)
When this technology is attached to a Hewn, the Hewn 
can take an action to “extract Dirty Substract” 
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from the surrounding atmosphere. Roll 1 mining dice to 
determine how much dirty Substract is collected. The 
Hewn can choose between transmitting part/all of the 
Substract off-planet OR transmitting part/all of it to a 
friendly healthy Hewn it can see; or storing part/all of it 
on the Hewn doing the extract.

Claw and +1 mining icon.

Mining claw (1)
When this technology is attached to a Hewn that already 
has a mining ability, that Hewn simply gets an extra 1 
mining dice when mining. 

Note: If it is attached to a Hewn without a mining 
ability, that Hewn becomes able to mine, and will be able 
to mine as if it is a miner with a 1 mining dice ability. 
(See the section on mining.) Like any mining Hewn, it 
must roll 1 danger dice to reflect the danger of 
mining - whenever it mines. (That Hewn can also mine 
aggressively with its new technology and rolls an extra 
mining dice and an extra danger dice.)

Example: A major Miner currently rolls 3 dice when mining 
(and it must roll 1 danger dice as well.) It gets a mining claw 
attached to it - during its owners turn. It decides to take an 
action to mine a +1 mine and decides to mine aggressively. 

It rolls 6 mining dice:
• 3 for its normal mine ability 
• + 1 for the mine type 
• + 1 for the mining claw 
• + 1 for being aggressive

It rolls 2 danger dice:
• 1 (being standard for all mining)
• +1 for being aggressive

Slocic Shield (+1 armour dice)
If a Hewn has a Slocic Shield attached to it, it gets to roll 
an extra armour dice if attacked – irrespective of 
whether it is a ranged or same-space attack.

Implosion bomb
Implosion bombs are weapons (but they can ONLY 
be used as part of a ranged attack/encounter). 
Implosion bombs do not cost Substract but are “used 
up” after doing a long-ranged attack and are 
therefore removed from the Hewn that uses it in 
that attack - it is a once-off weapon. An implosion 
bomb that is used in a range attack will give the attacker 
6 close combat dice in the attack, (which can be added 
to any other dice from long-range weapons.) The 6 
close combat dice are not picked up in the secret dice 
phase but in the phase when players add all other dice 
and represent the implosion effect. (These dice are not 
weapon dice - see the section on +1/+2 weapons…)

In addition, after the range attack is resolved, the 
attacker can choose any adjacent space to the space 
where the original attack was made, and any Hewn on 
that space is attacked by a 4 close combat dice attack. 
(This is a powerful overflow effect of the implosion 
bomb and takes place whether or not the Hewn firing 
the implosion bomb survives the long-range encounter.) 
Any Hewn on that space can burn up to 7 Substract (per 
a normal ranged encounter) to create a body screen 
and roll any armour and speed defence dice to 

Major Gozzbag and electrical mining icon.

protect themselves; but they cannot attack the firer of 
the implosion bomb. 

Major Gozzbag (Electrical 
Mining)
When a Hewn has major Gozzbag attached to it, it 
can choose to use Major Gozzbag’s special electrical 
mining ability when it begins a mining action. If chosen, 
the mining Hewn MUST roll an extra mining dice and an 
extra danger dice when they do a mining action. 

Armour icon and +1 Shield.

Extract dirty substract. 
Icon and suderer.

Implosion icon plus implosion bomb.
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Nananbites
Nananbites are highly intelligent and loyal creatures 
from the planet Carpigotie. They have learnt to 
integrate themselves with other creatures to become 
friends – they use their immense brainpower to 
break codes and solve puzzles. A creature that houses 
Nananbites (called a Mamabite), is also found with 

many of the Nananbites. 

Once Nananbites are bought through an auction (see 
the auction process), they can be attached at 
some point to: 
•  A Hewn - provided the Hewn has a free 

Nanasocket(s), 
•  A Hewn that has a Sicket socket can have a 

Mamabite inserted which in turn allows 
Nananbites to be inserted into the Mamabite.

•  A Bidox (which adds +1 in the bidding process - 
see the section on Auctions.)

Once Nananbites have been attached to a Hewn, 
Mamabite or a Bidox they can never leave that 
Hewn or Bidox – unless they die (see the Nanadice 
below…) if the Hewn they are on dies, they also die. 

Using Nananbites - some strange things
•  Although Nananbites can be used for both brain 

and body repairs, (and defence of these repairs), 
they use the special Nanadice - and if the owner 
of the Hewn rolls a special “Nanadead” on the 
dice while attempting (or defending) the repair, the 
dice is discarded and ignored for the encounter and 
the Nananbite dies; simply remove the Nananbite 
from the Hewn and place it in the Nananbite pile. 

•  Nananbites can be used in repairing OR 
in defence of a repair during a same space 
encounter. After secret dice are selected, players 
can allocate some or all of their Nananbites to a 
mix of defence and/or repair.

This is a Mamabite.

Mamabite 
Mamabites are living technologies, which can be 
used to hold Nananbites and other technologies which 
use nanasockets. Each Mamabite is sold with 4 
Nanabites, but the Nanabites come separate from 
the Mamabite they were bought with. (You can take 
any of the Nanabites and attach them to other Hewns 
or Bidoxes.) However, once Nanabites are attached 
to a Mamabite, which in turn has been attached to a 
Hewn, neither the Nananbites nor the Mamabite can 
be transferred to another Hewn (see the Nanabite 
section above.) If the Mamabite (being a Sicket 
technology) is destroyed in an attack, all the Nanabites 
& technologies that were attached to it, are destroyed 
with it. (See the section on encounters.)

Scouting knowledge: secret 
entrances
A player who buys this scouting knowledge (found in the 
technology deck), can, during his turn, announce that a 
new entrance has been found and choose either a small, 
medium or big entrance from the remaining stack of 
entrances. (See the section on entrances. Depending 
on what he/she chose, he/she then attaches an available 
small entrance to a small node, or an available medium 
entrance to a medium node or a large entrance to a large 
node. Then he/she attaches a control rod (of his colour) 
to that entrance, showing only the owning player’s 
Hewns may enter or exit the board using this entrance. 
No other player’s Hewns may use that entrance. 

Nanabites and repair icon & auction hacking icon.

Secret entrance card.
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A game A game roundround
Each round of the game follows a number of steps:

1.  NEW TURN phase: Advance the turn marker on the scenario template 1 
space forward on the turn track. Each player will get Dirty Substract harvested 
from the atmosphere and Hewns on the board. (Based on the scenario template.)

2.  RECOVERY phase: Roll for each Hewn that is damaged, stunned (or both damaged 
and stunned) to see if they recover. (See below.)

3. AUCTION phase: All players return their turn order cards to the auction area 
for them to be auctioned off. The auction takes place; players get new Hewns and 
technologies, etc; and if nobody has won the turn order cards, determine the player 
order randomly. (Note: Once the auction is over, immediately draw the cards for the next 
auction so players can plan their auction strategy for the next round.)

4. ACTIONS phase: Each player, starting from the new first player, moves all of 
their Hewns in turn; carrying out whatever actions they choose to do. Each Hewn of 
that players does its turn fully, (taking any actions they can take), before his next Hewn 
gets a chance to take its turn. (We refer to this as each Hewn’s turn.) 

Who goes first, and second, and...? 
Turn order in Hewns is determined by the turn order cards. At the beginning 
of the auction phase, players return all of the turn order cards to the auction by 
stacking them together.  This stack can also be bid on like the other cards on auction. 

Whoever wins the auction (see the section on the Auction), will now take the 
stack of turn cards and then hands out the turn cards to players in the order he/
she sees fit, face down. That becomes the turn order for this round. Players can 
either reveal (or keep it secret) their turn order, but if it comes time for their turn, 
or time to “place a new mine” – see the section on mining, they will have to 
reveal the order they are playing in.

Example: The player Squeakie (who won the turn order auction) hands “2” to 
the player called Furcle, “4” to the player called Gilly, “1” to player PandaPosey, and 
keeps turn order “3” for herself. The cards are handed out face down.

If nobody bids for the turn order stack, or nobody won that auction, then simply 
shuffle the turn order cards and deal each player 1 card face down. That becomes 
the turn order for this round.

Turn order cards.

Turn track and depleted mine track on the scenario template.
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4. To increase a Hewn’s actions by one (1).
5. As victory points!

Dirty Substract was previously normal Substract 
that has become tainted because it was ejected into 
the atmosphere (after explosions have forced it 
thousands of miles above the planet) and unlike 
normal Substract, the sub-Atomic creatures have 
died. Dirty Substract is typically gaseous but some 
particles are in liquid form.

Dirty Substract can be used exactly like normal 
Substract with one important exception: 

IT DOES NOT COUNT AS VICTORY POINTS! 

“Dirty Substract” is harvested each round in most scenarios and used as both 
ammunition AND currency to buy Hewns; Technologies; Scouting advantages and the 
turn-order cards (see the section on auctions.) It can be used to move extra spaces (see 
the section on movement) or be used to create brain screens or a body screens (see 
the section on encounters.)  

Harvesting Dirty Substract from the atmosphere

Normal Substract and dirty Substract
Normal Substract is a liquid substance that 
pours out of the planet Layodikeya. Although it has 
incredible observable scientific characteristics, none 
of those who observe it are aware of the incredible 
sub atomic creatures that live within it - which 
allow it to grow in volume and energy output. It has 
magnificent health; energy and military applications - 
and is highly sought after. 

You acquire normal Substract by mining it from the liquid mines. It is represented in 
the game as tokens. 

Each normal Substract token can be used as follows: 

1. As currency (money) to buy things on auction.
2. As ammunition - each time a weapon is fired.
3.  As a brain screen for same space encounters; or as a body screen for ranged 

and same space encounters.

Each round dirty substract is handed out to each of the players.

Each player gets the same amount. 
(19 in this example.)

(Green) Normal Substract.

“Dirty” (blue) Substract.
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When we reach the harvest dirty Substract phase each player is handed the 
quantity of dirty Substract depending on where the turn counter is on the specific 
scenario board. (The amount of dirty Substract that is available each round will depend 
on the scenario and the number of players in the game. In the “raw Substract” scenario, 
players will get less and less dirty Substract each round.)

Players also get 1 dirty Substract for each healthy Hewn they have on the board 
at the beginning of the round. The Player allocates that Substract to the Hewn on the 
board by placing it on/in the Hewn, or the Hewn can transmit it “off planet”/ or to a 
friendly Hewn in Line-of-sight. (See the sections on transmitting Substract.) 

Recovery phase
In the recovery phase, Hewns that are damaged and/or stunned can recover if 
they have various technologies attached. All of the Hewns that can be restored must 
be rolled for at the beginning of the round.  

If the Hewn becomes healthy again it can now take a Hewn’s turn within its owner’s 
turn - whenever it is time for the owner to take his/ her turn. 

Hewns that are damaged
1.  All of the Nananbites that are attached to that Hewn will attempt to do a body 

repair. (Roll a number of Nanadice equal to the number of attached Nananbites. For 
each “nanadead” rolled discard the die roll and place the Nananbite back in the 
pile of Nananbites – that nanabite is dead.) 

2.   An attached Fixito to that Hewn will also attempt to do a body repair. (Roll a single 
d10 for each Fixito.) 

3.   If that Hewn has a complete heart card or a heart card with a Substract 

Gem it will also attempt the body repair. (Roll a single an additional d10.) 

Choose the highest roll of these technologies. 
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The player to the Hewn owner’s right rolls a single d10 to represent the difficulty 

of restoring the damage. 

If the Nananbites, and/or Fixito and/ or heart card get a higher dice roll than the 
“difficulty roll” then discard the damaged token. If the Hewn has a Control rod 
it can now take a Hewn’s turn within its owner’s turn - whenever it is time for the 
owner to take his/ her turn.  Example: A damaged Major Miner with a yellow control 
rod, 1 Nanabite and a Fixito is in the Recovery phase and rolls 1d10 for the Fixito 
(which is trying to repair him), and 1 Nanadice for the Nanabite (which is also trying 
to repair him).  He rolls 9 for the Fixito’s d10 and 5 for the Nanadice. His best 
roll is 9.

The player to the right of him rolls a single d10, and rolls 4. Because the damaged Hewn 
rolled higher than the difficulty roll, the Major Miner is repaired, removes the damaged 
token and can take a normal turn with the rest of its owner’s Hewns – when they get 
to move!

A Hewn without a complete heart card/ heart card with Substract Gem; or Fixito or any 
Nananbites will not be able to heal itself from damage and will need to rely on other 
Hewns to do that. 

Hewns that are stunned
At the beginning of each round, if a player has a complete heart card in a stunned 
Hewn (I.e. no control rod inserted), he/she can roll 1 d10 to try to heal the Hewn. 
Another player rolls a d10 to represent the difficulty. If the person with the heart card 
rolls higher than the other roll, the player who owns the heart card inserts a 
control rod of his team’s colour into the Hewn. 

Also, if any other Hewn has a different coloured heart card to its current 
control rod colour, it can also have its control rod restored to the same 
colour as its heart card! For this to happen, a previous owner of the Hewn must 
indicate that he is “trying to regain control” and must open the Hewn and 
reveal the Hewn’s heart card. (The heart card owner can now roll 1 d10 to try to 
heal the Hewn. The existing owner of the Hewn rolls a d10 to represent the difficulty. 
If the heart card owner rolls higher, the existing control rod is removed and replaced 
by one the same colour as the heart card.)

Damaged Major Miner receives a repair.

Hewns, technologies and turn order cards on auction.

A Hewn without a complete heart card will not be able to heal itself from 
being stunned and will need to rely on other Hewns to do that. 

The Auction
The auction phase provides players with the chance to get the types of Hewns, scouting 
advantages and the technologies they need. They can also bid on who controls the turn 
order in the current round!

Each scenario will indicate the number of big, medium and small Hewns on auction 
each round, along with any technologies, and the turn order stack of cards. At the 

beginning of each game and at the end of each Auction, players simply draw the cards 
required by the scenario and place them face up on the table. 

For example, in the Raw Substract scenario during the stage of laying out the components, 
players should draw 1 big Hewn card, 2 medium Hewn cards, 4 small Hewn cards, 4 
technology & scouting cards, and the turn order cards (in a stack) and place them face up 
next to each other. 

They will also draw this number of cards at the end of the auction phase as well. These 
cards represent what is on offer for this auction phase. There will always be the same 
number of things on auction each auction phase.

Note: Just before bidding is about to begin, all players hand back the turn order 
cards which are stacked into a stack so that all players can bid on who controls 
the turn order in the current round.  
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Bidoxes (Bidding Drones)
Depending on the scenario, and the number of players for that scenario, players will be 
allocated a number of bidding drones, called Bidoxes. (For example, in the Raw Substract 
scenario with a 4-player game, each player will get 4 Bidoxes.) Players must place a control
rod of their colour into each of their Bidoxes. 

Bidoxes.

Nananbites and Bidoxes 
Each Bidox has a single space in its cap to fit a Nananbite. Players that bought 
Nananbites (see the section on Nananbites) in previous auctions, may 
allocate up to two (2) individual Nananbites to each individual Bidox - as 
they see fit. However, once a Nananbite is allocated to a Bidox, it cannot 
be removed during this game. 

For each Nananbite attached to a Bidox, that nanabite adds +1 to the total 
Substract packed into the Bidox. This special ability is called “auction 
hacking”. 

Example show open Bidox: The blue Player packs 3 Substract & 7 dirty 
Substract into a Bidox with a nanabite attached to it and uses it to bid. The 
total bid is worth 11 (3+7+1).)

Placing bids/ bidding 
To begin the auction, players flip the glass timer. It will allow players approximately 3 
minutes to allocate their bids. In a two player game: flip the timer twice to allow each 
player enough time to place all their Bidoxes.

To bid, a player chooses any card on offer; decides what he wants to bid; and then 
secretly puts that number of normal Substract tokens, and/or dirty Substract tokens 
(see below), into one of their Bidoxes, closing the Bidox and placing the Bidox right 
on the top of the card they want to bid on. (Pic 93 – show 2 bidoxes stacked 
with different control rods). If there is already a Bidox (or more than one) on that card, 
simply place your Bidox on top of the other Bidoxes (or Bidox) in a stack. There is no limit 
to the number of Bidoxes that can be stacked on a single card. 

Open Bidox.

Bidoxes stacked with different control rods showing different owners.
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Although the bid is secretive, players are free to rattle their Bidox to “scare off” other 
potential bidders! (However, this may not be such a clever tactic as others may estimate 
how many Substract tokens you have!)

Once a Bidox has been placed on top of a card, it cannot be taken back and the bid 
stands. However, if a player wishes to increase their bid they can simply take another 
of their Bidoxes, place any amount of Substract/ dirty Substract into that new Bidox, 
and place the Bidox on top of the card they put the original bid on. The two amounts 
will be added together for a total bid when the results are worked out. (See the results 
of bidding below.)

If any player still has to place any of their Bidoxes by the time the timer is finished, it 
is assumed that that Bidox has been used for dirty Substract hunting. (See below.) 

Hunting for dirty Substract 
Players can also announce that they are not using a specific Bidox to bid for this 
auction, and rather use to use the Bidox to “hunt for dirty Substract”. Each Bidox that 
is used this way is assumed to be extracting Substract from the atmosphere: the owner 
puts the Bidox upside down next to her play area (it can’t be used this auction) and 
takes 1 dirty Substract from the common pool and adds it to her hidden pool of 
dirty Substract. This dirty Substract can be used this current auction phase (if needed.) 

Upside down Bidox - when a player would rather get 1 dirty substract than use it for an auction.

Winning the auction / results of bidding
When all of the Bidoxes have been used to either bid, or to “hunt dirty Substract”; the 
results of the auction can be determined. Also note that if the timer has run out the 
auction is over. (For a two player auction the timer would have run out twice...) Firstly, 
take all of the cards that no-one has bid on and put them face-up in their respective 
discard piles at the side of the board. (If there is no discard pile for that type of card, 
then create one.)

Then, starting with the first card that was bid on, simply add up the Dirty Substract, 
normal Substract & Nanabites attached to each Bidox to get a total bid on the First 
player card, Hewn, technology (or scouting advantage) for each team that bid. (Each 
dirty Substract token, normal Substract token and attached nanabite counts as 1.)

If it was a Hewn that was being bid on, the player that has the highest bid for the Hewn, 
wins and takes the specific Hewn he/she’s won, and attaches his/her specific colour rod 
to the Hewn. He/she would also take the card of that Hewn. (The Hewn can be placed 
behind her player screen, but the card must be placed in plain sight for other players 
to see.) If it was a scouting card being bid on, the winner takes the scouting card. If it 
was a technology card, the winner takes the technology card and the quantity of plastic 
technologies shown in the card. If it was the turn order cards, the winner takes the 
turn order stack and will decide the player turn order this round. See the section 
on “who goes first, and second, and…?”

The winner of each Hewn, technology, scouting card or turn order stack would then 
empty her winning Bidox (or Bidoxes –if you used more than one on the same card); 
placing the normal Substract she used to bid back in the normal Substract pool; 
the dirty Substract she used to bid back in the dirty Substract pool and take back 
the Bidoxes to their playing areas. Nanabites of all bidders remain attached to their 
respective Bidoxes.

So, if a player bids lower than the minimum cost on the card, they will not get the 
Hewn creature/technology - even if they were the highest or only bidder. (Everyone 
loses the auction.) 

For every losing bid made, the players take back their Bidoxes (and attached Nanabites) 
and all of the Substract they bid on that particular Hewn, placing them behind their 
player screen. 

In the case of the situation where the highest bid is a tie/draw between two or more 
players, all players (that bid), take back the Substract and their Bidoxes (and attached 
Nanabites) they bid with.

Actions
Different actions are detailed under the section action points.

Increasing your Hewn’s action points
A Hewn can choose to “burn” 1 of his normal Substract tokens (or a dirty 
Substract token) during its Hewn turn, and then that Hewn gets 1 additional 
action point for that turn only. Simply return the Substract to the correct stockpile of 
Substract. Each Hewn can burn up to a maximum of 3 Substract during 
its Hewn turn to get extra action points. (Note: Substract burnt 
during any encounters does not count toward the 3 extra action 
point limit!)

Moving 
(the most common use of action points)
As seen in the section on constructing the board, in the Hewns setup booklet, the 
game of Hewns is played on a board, which is constructed by linking a number of 
ravines to nodes. Each node is a single space while each ravine is made up of a number 
of spaces separated by rocky curved lines. A normal tunnel is also a space. See the 
picture below to see an example of the individual spaces. 
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Picture of 4 individual spaces: ravine with 2 spaces, node, tunnel.

This Clogg has 4 adjacent spaces to it.

Example: The Dreampogg must move out the space he starts in. He moves into a space of a planet 
attack, survives the attack, and optionally moves again...

As shown previously, the Hewn card shows each Hewn’s action points, and a Hewn can 

use up a single action point to move a single space on the board. 

A Hewn can only move to another space if the two spaces are adjacent. (The direction 
a Hewn is facing has no effect.)
The Hewn may also choose to use only some of his action points to move - he could 
simply choose not to move at all – unless he is forced to! (See below!)

Forced Movement
Exception! When a Hewn begins its turn in the same space as a danger token: a 
lava token, planet attack token or a Snedj nest token, it must leave the space 

immediately! (Sometimes Hewns will find themselves surrounded by danger Tokens 
but they still need to move at least 1 space. This may mean that they get attacked in 
the new space - see the section on danger Tokens.) Hewns may also be able to 
dig; fly; or climb themselves out of danger. 
 
Restrictions on movement
•  Big Hewns cannot move into medium or small ravine spaces; medium or small node 

spaces; and medium or small normal tunnels. They obviously cannot move through 
a medium or small magnetic tunnel. They cannot enter or exit small and medium 
entrances.

•  Medium Hewns cannot move into small ravine spaces, small node spaces, and small 
normal tunnels. They obviously cannot move through a small magnetic tunnel. They 
cannot enter or exit small entrances.

• Small Hewns have no such movement restrictions!

Hewns can move through spaces of friendly or stunned/neutral Hewns or damaged 
enemy Hewns without having to stop. Hewns moving into the space of a healthy 
enemy Hewn must stop and announce a same space encounter. (See same space 
encounters.) 
 
However, a Hewn cannot end its move on a space occupied by another 
healthy Hewn. If they end their move on the space of another healthy Hewn, their 

1

3

2

4
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Possible movements for different sized Hewns.

Skrunke leaving the board using an entrance .

control rod’s programming is presumed to have become faulty! Take the control rod 
out of the Hewn; and place the Hewn’s card next to the Hewn on the board. That 
Hewn is treated as stunned/ neutral.  (Any technologies attached to that Hewn 
as well as any Substract; remain on that Hewn.)

Moving onto the board
When a player wishes to move a Hewn onto the board, he must find a common 

entrance that is at least the same size as the Hewn entering. (Hewns can also move onto 
the map through any player owned entrance that is at least the same size as the Hewn.) 
The first space that the Hewn moves onto is regarded as the first 
action point they use.

Moving off the board
Sometimes a Hewn will be in a difficult place: maybe it is trapped by lava or cannot 
get past a powerful enemy Hewn or simply is concerned that his Hewn would be 
exposed to being attacked or open to a brain repair); he can try to exit the board to 
come onto the board on another turn. It costs one action point to move 
a Hewn from a space next to an entrance to get off the board. (The 
entrance/ exit must be at least the same size or bigger than his size.) His Hewn turn 
will immediately end, but he is regarded as safe and cannot be attacked by any enemies 
while he is off the board.  The Hewn can be taken back to her player’s area.

During his owners next turn, the Hewn will be able to take his Hewn turn again and 
enter the board from any valid entrance he chooses (see entrances). His owner may 
also choose to hold him back for as long as he/she sees fit.  

Skrunke entering the board through an entrance.

First space
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Example: A Minor miner has 4 action points and begins its Hewn turn by taking 
2 action points to move 2 spaces to a mine. He then takes his third action point to 
mine and then takes his fourth (4) action point to move 1 space to the entrance. He 
then “burns a Substract” to move an additional space - which is enough to move him 
off the board. 

Digging, Tunnel creation and moving in Tunnels
There are two types of tunnels:

1.  Magnetic tunnels which were laid down when the board was created - see the 
section on magnetic tunnels in building the map, AND

2.  Normal Tunnels are tunnels created by Hewn characters. To create a normal 
tunnel, you need to have the “DIG” special ability.

Chumbee moving through a magnetic tunnel. (Costs 1 action point.)

A Midocondrian’s owner uses the Mudgestick to check if a tunnel can be dug.

It costs a Dreampogg 2 action points to create a tunnel. After creating the tunnel it decides to place 
itself in the tunnel.Inclincs moving into a normal tunnel and then onto the other side. (Total cost 2 action points.)

Moving through a magnetic tunnel costs 1 action point and when you move through 
you appear on the other side of the magnetic tunnel immediately.

Moving into a normal tunnel costs 1 action point. To get through to the other side 
costs another 1 action point. 

How do you dig a normal tunnel?
Only Hewns with the special “dig” ability can build a normal tunnel. (See the section on 
special abilities.) A normal tunnel is used to connect two spaces that are not adjacent 

to each other. 

If the Hewn with a “dig” special ability chooses to dig the tunnel, the Hewn’s owner 
identifies which two spaces they want to connect with the tunnel. The Hewns owner 
must then place the Mudgestick between the space that the Hewn is in and the 
space the Hewn wants to dig to. Provided the Mudgestick touches both spaces the 
tunnel can be dug! Note that the tunnel can tunnel under other ravines, nodes 
and normal tunnels!

NOTE: If the Mudgestick shows the distance is too long, the player can choose a new 
space to dig to, OR simply change her mind and not dig the tunnel.

The Hewn must spend 2 action points to dig any tunnel. Then the 
Hewns owner places a tunnel space on the table as close (as is practical) to the empty 
space between the two spaces connected by the new tunnel. (The exact placing is 
not important.) This tunnel space is the size of the tunnelling Hewn. (A big Hewn will 

rulebookrulebook
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Success: A Sveanivo successfully flies between two spaces; the distance is shorter than the Mudgestick 
and it doesn’t roll a “0” on the d10. (10 sided dice.)

Failure: The Sveanivo rolls a “0” when attempting to fly and dies.

tunnel a big tunnel, a medium Hewn a medium tunnel, and a small Hewn a small tunnel.) 
The Hewn who dug the tunnel is placed either on the new tunnel space or on one of the 
two spaces connected by the tunnel.
 
Example: A Dreampogg only has 3 action points left on his turn and wants to attack 
a Clampeyt with his Sicket Sunger. He sees he can dig a tunnel to the space where 
the Clampeyt currently sits. After he commits to digging, he places tunnel 9 between 
the two spaces, and places the Dreampogg on the tunnel 9 space. He then takes the 
entry tokens/counters for tunnel 9 and puts them on both space X & Y. He would have 
used up two action points to do the dig but can now announce a ranged encounter 
(which is a free action) and attack with his Sicket Sunger. 

Increasing the size of the tunnel 
A Hewn that can dig may increase the size of the tunnel from small to medium, or from 
medium to big, by spending 1 action point if they are in the tunnel. E.g.: A Hewn that dug 
a small tunnel can stay in the tunnel and increase its tunnel size to a medium tunnel by 
spending 1 action point; and if they wish to spend another 1 action point, they could 
increase it to a big size tunnel.

Tunnels run out?
If a Hewn has just dug a tunnel and all of the tunnels of that tunnel size are already been 
in use in the current game, then the Hewn’s owner can remove an existing same 
sized tunnel on the board (and its end bits) and use it for his newly created 
tunnel. (However, you cannot remove a tunnel if a Hewn is currently in 
it...)

Flying
A Hewn that has the fly special ability can get to another part of the board by flying 
from a space to another distant space by flying over the mountainous terrain of the 
planet. But it can be dangerous due to the mighty winds that rip across the planet 
surface. 

A Hewn that can fly, and wishes to, simply uses the Mudgestick to ensure that the 
two spaces he/she wants to move between are no further apart than the total length 
of the Mudgestick (simply place the Mudgestick between the spaces - if the Mudgestick 

Failed climb: The Hewn cannot climb over another Ravine or Node to get the destination space.

touches both spaces, then the unit can fly between the spaces.) The flying Hewn will use up 
2 action points. (The Hewn must have enough action points to do the flight, otherwise 
she cannot fly.) ONLY after the Hewn lands in the destination space can she can 
perform an action like attacking or mining. If the Hewn wants to end the flight in a 
space with another enemy healthy Hewn, a same space encounter must take 
place, but this is a free action.

However, before completing the fly movement, the Hewn must roll 1 normal d10 dice 
because of the intensely dangerous winds that sweep across Layodikeya. On a roll of 
“0” The Hewn is swept away and dies. (See the section on Hewns dying.) 

Climbing
Like Hewns who fly,  some Hewns have the special ability to climb over the 
mountainous terrain to get to distant spaces on the board.  Climbing is very useful 
because a player can move a climbing Hewn over a mountain to a completely different 
ravine, or simply bypass nasty things like molten lava! Like flying, it is also dangerous.  

To determine if a Hewn can reach another space on the board from his existing space, 
take the Mudgestick, and place it between the space the climbing Hewn is in and 
the space the Hewn wants to get to. Provided that the Mudgestick touches 
both spaces AND that the Mudgestick does not touch any other Ravine 
or Node space (ignore tunnels as they are underground) then the climb can 
be attempted – provided the Hewn has at least 3 action points left in his turn, as 
the climbing Hewn will use up 3 action points.  (Example : The Bliog has 3 
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action points left and wants to climb to space “Z”, but cannot climb to it, because the 
Mudgestick can’t be orientated without touching another Ravine or Node.)

ONLY after the Hewn arrives at the destination space can he/she can perform an 
action like attacking or mining. If the Hewn wants to end the climb in a space with 
another enemy healthy Hewn, a same space encounter must take place, but 
this is a free action.

However, before completing the climb, the Hewn must roll 1 normal d10 dice because 
of the intensely dangerous winds that sweep across Layodikeya. On a roll of “0” The 
Hewn is swept away and dies. (See the section on Hewns dying.)

Line of sight (can I see that 
Hewn?) 
It’s important to know if a Hewn can see another Hewn on the map: if your Hewn 
can see another enemy or neutral Hewn, they could attack that Hewn in a ranged 
encounter! (See the section on encounters.) 

Also, when your Hewns can see other friendly Hewns, they can transfer both normal 
Substract and dirty Substract to each other! (See the section on substract transfer 
below...) 

In the case of the “hidden Substract” scenario, (or any instance when a Hewn can see 
a space that has a planet card on it, the card is immediately flipped, and the effect of 

the card is immediately resolved! (See the section on planet cards.) 

A Hewn can see in all directions from his specific space. However, a Hewns eyesight 
only extends until: 

1.  The “line of his sight” meets another Hewn (he can then see that Hewn but no 
further) Note: It doesn’t matter whether the Hewn is healthy or not.  

2.  The “line of his sight” meets a group of Hewns (any combination of healthy and/
or stunned and/or damaged and/or stunned & damaged Hewns), then NONE of 
the Hewns in that group can be “seen!” and nothing further can be seen. 
(Why? Multiple Hewns in one space always interfere with the targeting sensors of 
other Hewns, and so the computer systems refuse to allow both substract transfer 
OR long range encounters!)

3.  Following on from above, if a Hewn shares a space with any damaged and/or 
stunned Hewn(s) or another healthy Hewn, he cannot see out of that space – he 
can only focus on Hewns in that same space. 

 •   Note: if two healthy Hewns from different teams (i.e. enemies!) are 
in the same space (irrespective of how many other damaged or stunned Hewns 
are in that same space) they can see each other! (They must declare a “same 
space encounter”. See that section for details!) 

 •   Note: If no healthy enemy Hewns are in the same space as a healthy moving 
Hewn, it can see any other Hewn in the same space.

4.  The “line of his sight” reaches a corner space i.e.curved ravine space (which means 
nothing past that corner space i.e.curved ravine space can be seen) OR 

5.  The line of his sight reaches a node space (which means nothing past that node can 
be seen) OR 

6.  The line of his sight reaches a tunnel space (which means that nothing past that 
tunnel can be seen.) 

 A Red Dreampogg (1)  is on centre space, a damaged (2) and healthy Hewn (3) share a space nearby  - he can’t see them.  Another Clogg is around a corner (4) - the Dreampogg can’t see him – skrunke 
(5) at distance despite lava in the way – the Dreampogg can see – Gombat (6) at corner space i.e.curved ravine space - the Dreampgg can see. The other Dreampogg (7) in the tunnel can see the original 
Drempogg (1). Fogbear (8) can’t see Dreampogg at  (1) but can see Dreampogg at (7)! Note: Skrunke at (5) and Clogg at (4) can’t see each other because you cannot see through a magnetic tunnel.
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from the Hewn and move it behind the screen of the player who owns the Hewn. 

In fact, any Hewn can transmit any Substract (dirty or normal) “off planet” at any time 
it wishes to – it’s a free action – and can even be done on other players turns – just 
announce it.

Note: The only times a Hewn cannot transmit Substract off-planet is from the 
time any “secret dice are picked up” in an encounter, until after the results of 
any attack are concluded. (See the encounters section.)

Transmitting Substract to other friendly Hewns.  
A Hewn can transfer/transmit any type of Substract to another friendly healthy 
Hewn, provided that they can see each other. (See above the rules for seeing each 
other.) In fact, this Substract can be transmitted between multiple friendly healthy 
Hewns (called a chain of Hewns) instantaneously, provided that for each “transport” 
between two friendly Hewns, the two Hewns can see each other – it’s a free action 
– and this can take place at any time, (even be done on other players turns) provided 
other players can see it being done.  So, when a friendly Hewn is involved in a ranged 
encounter (see that section), it can receive transmitted Substract from another 
friendly Healthy Hewn it can see. (It can receive via a chain of friendly Hewns that can 
see each other.) But! Once the secret dice have been picked up in the secret dice 
phase, a Hewn involved in long range encounter cannot transfer/transmit 
Substract away to any friendly Hewns it can see.

Note: Two friendly healthy Hewns in the same space can transfer Substract to each 
other.

Note: Hewns involved in a same space encounter with an enemy Hewn cannot 
transfer/transmit Substract to or from other friendly Hewns in other spaces, because 
they cannot see out of the space they are in – see above.

Note 1: Neither mines, Snedj nests, lava, planet attack tokens nor magnetic tunnel 
entrances block line-of-sight. Hewns simply look past them!
Note 2: However, a Hewn cannot see through a magnetic tunnel if he/she is 
at one end of magnetic tunnel, to the space which is connected by the same magnetic 
tunnel.

A Hewn that is digging, climbing or flying cannot see another Hewn until it reaches 
its destination space. (It’s too busy avoiding trouble!) (See the sections on 
climbing and flying and digging.) 

Moving Hewns and line of sight
A Hewn can move from a space where he is originally unable to see either a friendly, 
neutral or enemy Hewn - into a new space he may be able to see another Hewn, and 
that Hewn will be able to see him/her. Note: Hewns can only encounter each other if 
they can see each other!!!!

Revealed Hewns 
Sometimes an event will occur, or a particular Hewn will move out of the way, and two 
Hewns will be able to see each other. 

If the Hewns are friendly & healthy, they can now transmit energy to each other. If 
they are unfriendly toward each other, they will not be able to announce an encounter 
and attack each other - because neither Hewn had just spent an action point or was 
taking its Hewn turn. (See the long-range encounter section for when an 
encounter can be announced.) 

Hewn being killed by the planet AND two other Hewns can now see each other.

Moving Substract around (transmitting 
Substract) Transmitting Substract “off planet”
In order to protect the Substract that has just been mined by a Hewn (see the 
section on mining), OR Substract (normal or dirty) stored within a Hewn, that 
Hewn can transport/transmit the Substract “off planet” (which means that the Hewn 
establishes a special bleen-link between its own massive mother ship and itself and 
simply transmits the Substract directly to the mother ship.)  Simply take the Substract 

Example: Four different Hewns all have the same orange control rod and are thus 
friendly toward each other. The Hover Cataclysm at the one end needs some type 
of Substract to be able to defend himself from a Red Chailbine Zach who has just 
announced a ranged encounter, but he has run out of Substract. However, the 
Orange Fogbear has 4 dirty Substract and 1 normal Substract, and the player decides 
to transport 3 dirty Substract and 1 normal Substract from the Fogbear all the way to 
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the Hover Cat. The transfers work as follows: the Fogbear transfers all of the Substract 
to the Igil; the Igil transfers to the Bliog; and the Bliog transfers to the Cataclysm. This 
all happens instantaneously - even though it is not the orange players turn. For each of 
the transfers, the Hewns involved can all “see” one another.) 

There is no restriction on the amount of Substract that can be transported between 
Hewns, provided that whatever is transported is either used up (to attack; move; or 
burn defensively - see the sections on attacking and repair) and/ or stored in the Hewn 
that finally receives the Substract. 

Mining action
Some Hewns are able to take a mining action costing 1 action point. This can be 
seen on their Hewn card (see the section on the Hewn cards) and some Hewns are 
able to buy and use mining technologies to mine (such as the mining claw which 
is inserted into a Sicket Socket - if a Hewn has such a Sicket Socket). See the 
technologies section. 

However, a Hewn can never mine more than once (1 time) in his Hewn turn!
  
As seen in the Hewns card section, each Hewn that can take a mining action, will 
have a mining number which is the number of mining dice that specific Hewn rolls 
when mining.  

Each time that Hewn mines, roll that number of mining dice AND roll a single (1) 
planet danger dice. (repeat pic 20)  (See the section below on danger dice.)  

The player rolling the mining dice simply adds up all of the mining numbers rolled 
and takes that total number of normal Substract from the pool of Substract near 
the side of the board. That Substract can either be loaded onto/ into the Hewn, and/
or transmitted to other Hewns, and/or transmitted off planet. (See the sections on 
transmitting Substract.)

Once the player has taken the normal Substract, ONLY then apply the effects of the 
danger dice rolled. (This danger dice reflects the fact that the Hewn is affecting the 
planet and it tends to react to the mining.) Sometimes players roll a 2/gem face – see 
below for the effect:

Mining aggressively 
If a Hewn would like to mine aggressively, it must roll 1 more mining dice and 1 
more danger dice.  (This means that there will probably be more Substract mined, but 
the danger will probably get worse.) The choice must be made before rolling any dice.

Mining +1, +2 and +3 mines
Mining a +1 mine will give the mining Hewn a bonus 1 mining dice to add to the 
existing dice they roll. Mining a +2 mine will give a Hewn 2 bonus mining dice, and a +3 
mine gives 3 bonus dice! No additional danger dice need to be rolled.

Mining claws
A mining claw that is inserted via a Sicket Socket, will give a Hewn that already has the 
mining ability, 1 extra mining dice. No additional danger dice need to be rolled. 

If a mining claw is used by a Hewn that normally does NOT mine - that Hewn now 
functions as a normal miner. It would roll 1 mining dice (for the claw) and must now 
roll 1 danger dice normally; but it can also mine aggressively and get 1 additional mining 
dice and but will have to roll 1 additional danger dice. 

Mining icon Mining dice that 
can be rolled

Mining dice

Normal (green) 
substract earned

Close up of mining dice.

Danger Dice. Players can roll additional mining dice and danger dice - see below...
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A mining claw that is inserted via a Sicket Socket, will give a Hewn that already has the mining ability, 1 
extra mining dice. No additional danger dice need to be rolled. 

Rolling “2/gem” on the mining dice
When a Hewn rolls the “2/gem” on the mining dice, the owning player of the Hewn can 
choose to either receive 2 normal Substract or,

 if the Hewn has the heart card ability, it can choose to take a Substract Gem. 

Any stone that is already in the heart card must be discarded to make way for the new 
Substract Gem – and is returned to the heart stone piles for sale. The player then 
inserts the new Gem into the Hewn’s heart card. Substract Gems can never be 
transmitted off-planet or to other Hewns – they are too heavy!

Substract Gems at the end of the game
When the game ends, Substract Gems have a value in Substract, but the surviving 
Hewn which holds each gem must be healthy to receive the gem’s Substract value 
for their owner:

Three-legged gems are worth 6 Substract!

Major Gozzbag
If a Hewn can mine; and/or it has a mining technology like a mining claw it can choose 
to use Major Gozzbag’s special ability if it has Major Gozzbag attached!. 

Example: Major Gozzbag attached to Hewn and extra mining dice and extra danger dice.

The choice must be made before rolling any dice. (Major Gozzbag’s electrical energy 
that he absorbs from the sky, enhances mining and the danger of mining!) 

This electrical energy allows the Hewn to roll an additional 1 mining dice (while 
mining), but the Hewn will also have to roll 1 additional danger dice. 

Re-rolling mining dice
If a Hewn has a eye symbol on his card (which will have a number indicating the 
number of re-rolls possible per action), the Hewn can use any OR all of his re- rolls 
to re-roll any of his mining dice to hopefully increase his mining score. (You can even 
re-roll a single dice more than once - if you have enough re-rolls.) However, you 
cannot re-roll danger dice. 
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Danger dice:
When danger dice are rolled, either:
• Dangerous things can occur (represented by danger tokens), OR
• the mine you are mining depletes OR
• new mines can emerge, (which are placed by the player moving after you) OR
•  There is a respite (and you can cancel other dangers on the board already or most 

dice rolls.)

Re-roll ability. (The number on the icon is the number of mining dice you can re-roll.

Danger Tokens
There are 3 different types of danger tokens that are triggered by rolling the 
danger dice. These are the Snedj, lava and planet attack danger tokens. 
•  A Snedj Nest danger token indicates the Snedj are swarming from a nest in 

that space. After placing of one of these Snedj tokens, it will attack any players in 
the same space (Snedj roll 8 close combat dice in their attack.) 

•  A lava danger token indicates that lava has erupted and is flowing in that 
space. After placing of one of these lava tokens, it will attack any players in the 
same space (Lava rolls 3 area effect dice.) 

•  A planet attack token indicates that the planet itself has attacked the space. 
After placing of one of these planet tokens, it will attack any players in the same 
space (The planet attack rolls 3 laser type dice.) 

Danger dice.
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•  The planet attack, lava, and Snedj nest danger tokens will also deplete any mine 
in the same space. See the “mine depleted “section below… (Note: that might 
trigger the end of the game! See the section on “the end of the game”)

•  The Hewn can roll any speed or armour dice (including using a Slocic shield) 
to defend himself from a lava, Snedj Nest or planet attack. Also, if a player 
declares before the attack and defence dice are rolled, he wishes to 
defend himself with a body screen by burning Substract - he can burn 
up to 7 Substract – if he has it -and will get a number of extra armour dice equal 
to the total Substract burnt - see the section on burning Substract.) If the 
total of “hurt” rolled is higher than the total of defence rolled, then the Hewn 
immediately dies. (See the section on Hewns dying.) If it was a swarm being 
attacked, then only the swarm members representing the difference between 
the hurt rolls and the defence rolls would die – the owning player would 
then choose which swarm members die.

•  A space that has no danger tokens is regarded as an “empty danger space”.
•  Danger tokens will always attack Hewns. (But Hewns cannot attack lava, Snedj 

nests, or planet attack tokens.) 
•  Dangers tokens immediately kill all stunned and/or damaged Hewns they share 

the same space with. 
•  Even though normal Hewns cannot attack lava flows or Snedj nests, a Hewn 

with the “calm planet” ability can attempt to remove these Tokens: 
see the special ability called “calm planet”.

•  Apart from being attacked by danger tokens that are placed in their spaces, 
Hewns moving into any space containing a danger token will also be 
attacked by those danger tokens. Remember that Hewns must move out of 
spaces containing danger tokens in their turn. (See the movement section.)

Results of rolling a danger dice

Rolling a Lava OR Snedj or Planet Attack 

If you roll a lava symbol, Snedj symbol or a Planet Attack symbol: 
•  Put 1 danger token matching the dice roll, either 1 space away from the 

mine you are mining OR on the space the Hewn was mining. (Provided that 
the chosen space chosen has no danger tokens already on it.)

•  If all of the spaces within 1 space of the mine are occupied with danger tokens 
(including the mining space – which sometimes happens when you roll more than 
1 danger dice at once), then the player owning the Hewn, places the danger token 
as close to the original mining space as possible. (Provided that the chosen 
space has no danger tokens already on it.)

•  After all danger tokens are placed, any Hewns in those spaces where you 
placed new danger tokens get “attacked” and any mines in those spaces get 
depleted. (See “danger tokens” above for how the attacks work, and below 
for how any mine depletion works.) 

Example a Dreampogg is mining and rolls lava and Snedj, with a planet attack token adjacent on the 
board. Places lava in adjacent space and then Snedj nest onto Dreampogg space. Must roll 8 Close 
combat dice…

•  If there are no remaining danger tokens of that type rolled in the stacks 
of tokens, remove any danger token (matching the dice roll) that’s currently on 
the board and place it according to the rules above. 
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Mine Depleted

Remove the mine token and put it next to the scenario card - the mine is now depleted 
- and advance the depleted mine counter on the depleted mines track of the scenario 

card, one space. If the total number of depleted mines equals the end game state for 
that scenario, the game is immediately over! (See the section on “when does the game 
end?”) 

New Mine

As Hewns mine; new mines will emerge on the board. Each time a new symbol is 
rolled, the next player in turn order after the current mining Hewn’s owner will 
attempt to place a new mine token on the board. 

These mine tokens are pulled from the mine pool: the scenario will state the total 
number of normal; +1; +2 and +3 mines that are available in the mine pool (see the 
scenario section.) 

If there are normal mines left in the mine pool, place a normal mine. If there are no 
normal mines left in the mine pool, place a +1 mine; and if there are no +1 mines left 
in the mine pool, place a +2 mine; and if there are no +2 mines left in the mine pool, 
place a +3 mine – if they are available in the scenario’s mine pool. If there are no mines 
left in the mine pool, then ignore the die roll.

Where exactly do I place the new mine? 
The next player in player turn order after the current mining Hewn’s owner selects any 
space on the board, empty of mines and all danger tokens, and places the new 
mine.  
Can’t find a space to place the mine? If you can’t place the new mine because 
the dice roll would force you to place the mine in a space with a mine or a danger 
token, simply remove any danger token from the board and return it to that danger 
token stack next to the board, and place the new mine.

Note: player 1 would be next in line after player 4, in player order.

Respite

Players must use this dice roll to either:
• negate any danger dice & deplete mine dice rolled this turn, or 
• Withdraw any danger token from the map.
(If there are no danger tokens on the map, nor any danger dice & deplete mine dice 
rolled, then the respite dice roll is ignored.)

New mine face on danger dice.

Respite face on danger dice.
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Blank face
Nothing happens.

Order of danger dice
When a player mines and rolls danger dice, he can choose the order in which to deal 
with the danger dice.  

Example: A player with a Midocondrian Scraveler (who normally rolls 2 mining dice) 
mining a normal mine, rolled 3 danger dice and 4 mining dice because: 
• he was mining, PLUS 

• he chose to mine aggressively, PLUS 
• he had Major Gozzbag and chose to use him. 
He currently is surrounded by spaces with danger tokens: a lava danger token to the 
left and a Planet attack token on the right! (Pic) 

The Hewn rolls 2, 2, 3 and 0 for the mining dice; and Snedj nest; Lava & respite for the 
danger dice.   

Mining dice are always resolved first. The Scraveler rerolls the “0” because he has a 
reroll ability, getting a “1”. The Hewn takes 2+2+3+1=8 Normal Substract.  He decides 
to keep 2 Substract which he places within his Scraveler and transmits the remaining 
6 “off-planet” to his mothership.

The Mining Hewns owner decides the order of the danger dice: Firstly, he decides to 
eliminate the greatest threat: he chooses to apply the respite danger dice and 
uses it to cancel the lava danger dice. He now only has the Snedj nest danger 
dice to apply, and he must place it onto his Hewn’s mining space, (since all spaces that 
are 1 space away from the mining space are already filled with danger tokens.) The 
mine on his space is depleted (advancing the depletion track 1 space); and he is attacked 
by the Snedj nest which roll 8 pink close combat dice… but before they roll the dice he 
burns both (2) of the Substract he just got with the mining action he just got! (He uses 
it to create two body screens for himself: he rolls 1, 0 and 1 for his armour & shields 
and 1,1,2,0,0 and 0 for his speed defence giving him a total of 6 defence. The Snedj roll 
1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1 and 1 for a total of 5 attack. The Midocondrian is thus safe.)
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ENCOUNTERS
When individual Hewns want to interact with other Hewns this is called an 
encounter. Encounters involve EITHER “attacking” other Hewns OR even 
“repairing” other Hewns. 

Each Hewn involved in an encounter can burn a maximum of 7 Substract 
(limited to the Substract they have) to fire weapons and create both body
shields & brain screens. 

TYPES OF ENCOUNTERS that a Hewn can have:
1.  Hewns can attack other Hewns - they can carry out a “close combat attack” on 

enemy or neutral Hewns in the same space as themselves (as part of a “same-
space encounter”), and Hewns with ranged weapons can “ranged attack” 
enemy or neutral Hewns as part of a ranged encounter. 

2.  Some Hewns can also carry out “repairs” on other Hewns as part of a same 
space encounter:

 •   Hewns can carry out “brain repairs” on enemy Hewns and neutral Hewns in 
the same space, if they have a special ability (or a technology) that enables 
them to “repair”. A successful Brain repair entitles the repairing Hewn’s 
owner to place a control rod in the receiving Hewn and take ownership of 
that Hewn.

  •       can carry out “body repairs” on friendly or neutral Hewns in the same 
    space, if they have a special ability (or a technology) that enables them to  
    “repair”. A successful damage repair removes the damaged token from the  
    Receiving Hewn.

ENCOUNTER MYSTERY
The reason for announcing an encounter (rather than announcing an attack or repair 
action on a specific Hewn), is because sometimes a Hewn could potentially interact 
with more than one Hewn while he is at a specific place on the board; and sometimes 
a Hewn has more than one option for the actions it can take! The Hewn may wish 
to keep who he is interacting with, or what he intends to do, or how much 
Substract he wants to use, a secret for now. 

Attacking
A close combat attack and a ranged attack both count as an action, but these 
are free actions. 

Ranged attack requirements
To be able to perform a ranged attack on an enemy or neutral Hewn, a Hewn must 
have:
•  Be able to “see” another enemy/ neutral Hewn. (See the section on Line of 

sight.) Remember: an enemy/ neutral Hewn that is in the same space 
as another Hewn cannot be targeted at range. (Exception: If this a 
special ranged encounter that is started by a Hewn using the Artillery ability, that 
Hewn does not have to be able to “see” the enemy/neutral Hewn, but like all 
ranged encounters, it cannot target a space with more than one Hewn in it.)

•  The ability to fire weapon(s): 

 •   The Hewn must have the weapon ability on its card or it must have at least 1 
weapon(s) attached (see +1 Weapons and weapons above); plus

•  It must have either enough Substract stored to use the weapons dice it wishes 
to use, or it must be able to obtain Substract via friendly healthy Hewns it can see. 
(See the section on transmitting Substract.)

Each weapon shot will use up 1 Substract and gives the Hewn 1 weapon 
dice. A Hewn can never throw more weapon dice than 7 because it is limited by the 
encounter restriction of burning 7 Substract. 

Example: the Gombat (which has weapons listed on its card) has 8 Substract on it but 
could only use a maximum of 7 Substract to fire its weapons in a ranged encounter. 
Using all 7 for its weapon fire would also mean the Gombat is unable to create any body 
screens!

Close combat requirements
To be able to attack an enemy or neutral Hewn in close combat, a Hewn must: 
• Be in the same space as the Hewn it wishes to attack.
•  If it wishes to use weapons it must fulfil the ability to fire weapons requirements 

detailed in the ranged attack requirements.
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Repair
Only some Hewns can perform the powerful repair action. 
All repairs are a type of action, done as part of a same 
space encounter. This is a free action.

If a “moving Hewn” is successful with a Repair AND 
the repaired Hewn is now healthy, the moving Hewn’s 

turn is automatically over, and the repaired healthy Hewn takes its 
Hewn turn.

Attempting a repair never requires any Substract to be burnt. (See the section on 

“burning Substract”.)  

The repair action can be done by a Hewn if: 
1.  That Hewn has the repair ability. (EG: A Bliog rolls 1d10 for any repair it 

tries. A Spricelos rolls 2d10 for any repair it tries.)
2.  And/or that Hewn has a repair technology like a Fixito device (see the Fixito in 

the technologies section). A Hewn with a Fixito gets a 1d10 for each Fixito it has 
- when it tries a repair. 

3.  And/or that Hewn has Nananbites (see the Nananbites in the technologies 
section), can also attempt a repair. Hewns roll Nanadice for each Nanabite 
they have allocated to the repair - when they try a repair.

Body and Brain Screens  
A Hewn can create “body screen(s)” AND/OR a “brain screen(s)” when it 
is threatened in an encounter.  To create a screen, a Hewn must pay the cost of 1 
Substract for each screen it wishes to create and must have selected the correct dice 
in the secret dice phase. 
1.  Brain screens: A Hewn in a same space encounter that thinks it will suffer a 

brain repair attempt from an enemy Hewn can create brain screens to give it an 
additional 1 d10 for each screen created. 

2.  Body screen: A Hewn in any type of encounter that thinks it will suffer an 
attack from an enemy Hewn can create body screens to give it an additional 
armour dice for each body screen created. 

HOW DOES AN ENCOUNTER actually WORK OUT? 
There are two ways an encounter can take place: 
•  When Hewns encounter each other in the same space. (Called a same space 

encounter.)
•  When Hewns encounter each other at range. I.e. all of the Hewns can see each 

other. (This is called a ranged encounter.)
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RANGED ENCOUNTERS
 
Ranged encounters begin when a Hewn (called the “moving Hewn”) moves into a space 
where he can see one or more Hewns. An encounter now depends on whether the 
Hewns that can see each other, want to encounter each other! 

1. Announce the encounter:
•  If the moving Hewn wishes to attack an enemy or Neutral Hewn that it can see, 

that Hewn’s owner announces an encounter. This is a free action. It can also 
wait to announce an encounter, after an enemy Hewn has seen it and 
announced an encounter.

•  If any of the healthy enemy Hewns, (called “reacting Hewns” that can now 
see the moving Hewn - after it has moved, want to attack the moving Hewn 
they also can also announce an encounter (even though it’s not their turn,) 
before or after the moving Hewn announces his encounter. 

•  Sometimes a Hewn will begin its Hewn turn in a space where he can see other 
Hewns. Even though that Hewn hasn’t actually moved, it is still called the “moving 
Hewn”, and can announce an encounter. Any other enemy Hewns that can see the 
“moving hewn” can announce an encounter in response.

•  If any Hewns are in the same space as another Hewn they cannot be involved 
in a ranged encounter – because of sensor interference. 

•  For each player with a healthy Hewn who has announced an encounter, 
secretly pick dice to represent the Substract to be burnt (up to a maximum 
of seven dice but limited to the amount of actual Substract they can 
get hold of):

•  For each shot to be fired from a weapon, a Substract will need to be burnt. 
Each player with a Hewn in the encounter chooses how many “area type” 
dice and “laser type” dice he wants to shoot with. (Hewns must have the 
weapon ability on their Hewn card.)

•  Each player chooses whether to create body screen(s) to protect against 
an attack (pick up a number armour dice matching the number of body screens) or 
not (pick up no dice.) Each screen created will cost 1 Substract.

•  Note: When a Hewn is ONLY encountering a neutral Hewn - to attack them, he doesn’t 
need to do anything secretive, and nor does he need to burn any screens to protect himself. 
(He will have to pick up any weapon dice he wishes to use.)

•  Each Hewn can thus burn Substract to assist in both attacking and 
defending. (Pic 130 of cartoon hand holding a mix of armour and 
attacking dice.) All attacks are resolved simultaneously, so all dice will 
be counted and resolved. 

•  Note: When a Hewn announces a ranged encounter, they MUST choose at least 
one secret dice: either a weapon or a screen. They MUST also be able to “burn” 
enough Substract to match the dice they have chosen. If they don’t choose a dice 
and/or don’t have enough Substract to match the dice chosen, they are considered 
to have malfunctioned. Remove the control rod and place their Hewns card 
next to them. They are now neutral/stunned. They may still further become 
damaged or die due to any current ranged attack. (They roll no defence dice, nor 
their attack dice, and no Substract will be used up. They will be like any stunned 
Hewn.) 

•  Note: Hewns that do not announce an encounter (or forget to), can still 
be targets of the moving Hewn’s ranged attack if the Moving Hewn 
can see them. They will not be able to pick up secret dice, but they can still 
defend themselves using defence dice: see below.

4. Players with healthy Hewns then announce who 
their target is! And they reveal their secret dice.
•  Starting with the moving Hewn, and proceeding to her left, each player that 

announced an encounter with one of their Hewns, must nominate their target. 
•  The moving Hewn can choose to target any non-friendly Hewn she can see.
•  All other Hewns (that announced an encounter) can only choose the moving 

Hewn as their target – provided that they can see that moving Hewn.

5. Players must “pay” the Substract cost (for the 
dice chosen)
•  The total dice secretly picked is the total amount of dirty and/or normal 

Substract that a Hewn must be carrying and must extract from their Hewn and 
must pay over and put back into the supply pools of Substract. Note: Hewns can get 
Substract from nearby Hewns through transmission! See the section on transmitting 
Substract. 

Example: Chailbine Zach moves into a space occupied by another damaged Hewn (a 
damaged Clogg.) While in that space he cannot attack anything at range, nor can he be 
attacked by other enemy Hewns at range.

Note 1: Because more than one Hewn may be able to see the moving Hewn, the 
encounter may have 3 or more Hewns involved! 

Note 2: if neither player announces an encounter, the Hewn who’s turn it is, can 
continue moving or stop moving (as he/she sees fit.) 

2. Transmit Substract away: 
•  Any Hewns with Substract stored on their bodies - that wish to transmit it off-

planet or to friendly healthy Hewns (to protect it), must announce and do that 
now. If they do not, and if they die, any Substract that is found on their Hewn is 
destroyed. (See Hewns dying.)

3. Secretly pick up dice: 
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Example: A Sveanivo is attacking an Igil and only has 1 Substract. However, it can see a 
friendly Veyark that has some stored Substract (3 Substract tokens). In the secret dice phase, 
it picks up a laser type dice and an armour dice. When the secret dice are revealed, it uses 2 
Substract from the Veyark and keeps its own Substract.)

6. Players then add the normal dice they get for 
“being a healthy Hewn” and end up with separate 
dice for defence; and separate dice for attack. 
•  Other attacking options: Some technologies, like the implosion bomb, do not 

require Substract to be burnt, and are a once-off use. The dice from using these 
technologies are added to the attack at this point.

•  defence from attack: Each Hewn being attacked adds the speed defence dice 
and armour dice shown on their Hewn card, and any defence dice they get from 
technologies (e.g.: Hewns get an armour dice from a Slocic shield.) 

Note: Therefore, a Healthy Hewn can be both an attacker and a defender in a 
ranged encounter, provided they announced an encounter, otherwise they just defend 
themselves using any technologies they have plus the speed and armour dice shown 
on their Hewn card.
Note: damaged and stunned Hewns cannot attempt an attack, and if they are being 
attacked, they have a defence of 0 and roll no defence dice.

7. Players roll all of the dice (secret and normal 
dice) and resolve 
All encounters are resolved simultaneously and must be carried out, but it is easier to 
roll them separately:

•  For each attack, compare the total of all weapon dice (plus any +1 
or +2 bonuses) against the total of defence dice (armour, speed and 
body screen dice.) If the total of the attacker’s dice is higher than the 
defenders total, then the attack is successful; or else nothing happens. 
But see below!

  Note: If more than one Hewn is attacking the moving Hewn this is called a 
combined attack, and all of those Hewns will simply roll their attack dice 
together to get a combined attack total. The moving Hewn will just have the 
total of his defence dice. 

•  Escape dice. Rolling a single (1) escape on a speed defence dice counts as 1 
defence. Rolling two (2) escape or more (pic 133) allows the roller of the dice 
to cancel the entire attacker dice roll of his enemies and if he is able 
to move to an empty adjacent space (free of any healthy Hewns), the 
Hewn rolling two or more escapes, may choose to move to that adjacent space 
as a free move.

•  Optional Re-rolls. Attackers can re-roll as many of their attacking dice as they 
have re-roll ability on their Hewn card. If they have enough re-rolls, they could even 
re-roll the same dice more than once. Attackers cannot reroll artillery attacks.

•  If a Hewn is being attacked through the artillery ability, the defender can 
discard one of the weapon attack dice. 

•  Then, if he has the dodge ability, the defender can force the attacker to re-
roll one of his current attack dice. The defender chooses which dice 
he wants re-rolled. 
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Example: An Igil is attacking a Four-way Gotler from a different part of the board using his artillery ability. (The Igil also has a +1 weapon but the +1 effect doesn’t work 
when using his artillery ability.) He picked up 1 laser type dice and 2 area effect dice and rolled 3 with the laser type dice and 3 & 2 with the area effect dice, giving him a total 
of 8! The Four-way Gotler only rolled a total of 4 with his defence dice, but because he was being attacked with artillery, he forces the attacker to discard his highest dice. He 
removes the attackers “3” laser type dice.  The attacker still has a remaining attack value of 5. Although this helps the Gotler, he would still be hit, and so he asks the attacker to 
re-roll the “3” area effect dice again (using his dodge ability.) Luckily, for him, the roll comes up with a “2” and this now stands. The attack now totals 4, which is not higher 
than the Gotler’s defence value of 4. The attack is unsuccessful.

Note: If a ranged attack against a damaged and/or stunned Hewn was unsuccessful, it is called a “humiliating encounter experience” – see that section.

8. For any attack that was successful, roll the 
hurt dice
See the section on rolling the hurt dice and apply the results.

The Hurt dice.

Note:  if the Hewn is NOT healthy, it dies immediately. (No need to roll the hurt 
dice.)
Note: sometimes more than one Hewn in a ranged encounter can end up 
having to roll the hurt dice. This is completely ok! 
Note: Never roll the hurt dice when a swarm is the victim of a successful 
attack. (The difference between the attacker’s total and total defences rolled by 
the swarm are the amount of swarm members killed.
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Example 1 (A mistaken ranged attack): 
A hover Cataclysm wishes to do a ranged attack on a Sveanivo. After announcing the 
encounter, his owner suddenly realizes he hasn’t got any Substract on his Cataclysm, 
nor can he get any Substract via transmission from any other friendly Hewn. 

After the Sveanivo has picked up secret dice (a single laser type dice) and revealed them, 
the Cataclysm’s owner reveals he cannot carry out the encounter. He must remove 
his Cataclysm’s control rod and place the Cataclysm’s card next to the board space. 

Example 2 (Many Hewns combine against the 
moving Hewn): 

The Sveanivo still rolls his dice, only needing a single 1 hit. (Stunned creatures have a 
defence of 0.) He rolls a 2, and because the Cataclysm was stunned it is immediately 
killed.

A Chailbine Zach (Red control rod) with 4 Substract moves into range (i.e. can be 
seen) by a Sveanivo (yellow control rod) who has an implosion bomb, 1 Substract 
and a Nananbite. However, the Chailbine Zach can also be seen by an Igil (Blue 
control rod) who has 3 Substract. The Igil can be seen by a Blazooog (with Inclincs) 
- who has a blue control rod.  

The Chailbine Zach (the moving Hewn) decides to announce an encounter, because 
he needs to clear out enemy Hewns in the spaces behind the Sveanivo for his miners 
to mine the two mines there. Both the Sveanivo and the Igil know they could also be 
targeted by the Chailbine. (The Blazooog (with Inclincs) cannot get involved in the 
encounter because it’s not his turn, nor can he react to the Chailbine, whose turn it is, 
because he can’t see the Chailbine.) 

So, the Sveanivo also declares an encounter; the Igil’s owner decides that he may be 
the target of the encounter and so decides to protect himself and also joins in the 
encounter. (Only people announcing an encounter can burn Substract to fire weapons 
and/or create shields.) 

Secret dice choices

The Sveanivo only has 1 Substract, so considering that he will be able to use the 
implosion bomb to attack with, decides to use her only Substract as a body screen and 
picks up an armour dice.

The Igil picks up an armour dice and 2 Laser type dice. 
The Chailbine picks up an armour dice and 3 area effect dice.
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Targets are revealed

Although the Chailbine was going to target the Sveanivo - to clear the way for his 
miners, he guesses that the Sveanivo will use the implosion bomb and its single 
Substract as a body screen, and therefore would be out of ammunition (and dangerous 
technologies!)  If the Igil was eliminated, the miner could move through without getting 
attacked (hopefully!) He decides to shift his target to the Igil and announces it.

The Igil and Sveanivo are clearly targeting the Chailbine and reveal it.

Pay Substract
All Hewns reveal their secret dice, and burn up the Substract, returning the Substract 
to the supply pools. The Hewns add their defence dice, and the Sveanivo adds the dice 
for the implosion bomb, removing it and placing it back in the supply pool.

Chailbine attack

He rolls 3, 1 and 0 for his area effect dice. (Total 4.) The Igil rolls 2, 0 and 1 for his 
armour dice, and 0, 1, 0 and 1 for his speed defence dice. He rolls a 0 for his body 
screen, which gives him a total of 5. The Igil is safe because the attack total doesn’t 
exceed his defence total, and the Chailbine has no re-roll ability.

Combined attack of the Igil and the Sveanivo
The attack of the Igil and the Sveanivo are automatically combined, because they are 
both targeting the moving Hewn. 
The Igil rolls his 2 laser type dice and gets a 4 and 0. Because the Igil has 2 re-rolls, he 
decides to re-roll the 0. He gets a 2 and accepts this. (His total is now 6.)
The Sveanivo rolls 6 close combat dice to reflect the implosion bomb. He rolls 0, 0, 1, 
1, 1 and 0 to get a total of 3. He adds this to the Igil’s total of 6 for a combined attack 
total of 9. 

The Chailbine rolls 2 armour dice (1 for the screen, and 1 per his card) and gets 2 
and 1. He also gets to roll 6 speed defence dice, and rolls 0, 0, 2, 0, 1 and “escape” 
which gives him a defence total of 7. (A single escape is worth 1 defence.) Because 
his defence total of 7 is lower than the attack total of 9, he is forced to roll the hurt 
dice, which comes up as “dead.” (This was not a successful ranged encounter for the 
Chailbine Zach!)

Example 3 (A ranged attack that couldn’t happen 
due to multiple Hewns being in one space):

A Flappchap with 2 Nananbites and 2 Substract moves 2 spaces into the space of a 
damaged and stunned Fogbear Hewn (a neutral Hewn) and announces an encounter. 
(Hoping to do a brain repair on the Fogbear.) In doing so, during her first move, she 
appeared to have moved into the line of sight of a dangerous Smeggler, who is hoping 
to react to that movement.

However, the Smeggler is prevented from announcing an encounter in reaction to the 
Flappchap’s movement and encounter because Hewns cannot see and therefore target 
other Hewns when there are more than one of them in a space. (Both the Flappchap 
and Fogbear share the same space.) As a result, The Flappchap is able to carry out its 
same space encounter with the damaged Fogbear.
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The Hurt Dice 
These are the possible results of rolling the Hurt dice:

Dead. The Hewn dies, its card is discarded and any remaining Substract it carried 
is destroyed and returned the supply pools. Any technologies it carried are also 
destroyed and returned to the supply pools and the associated technology cards 
discarded. 

Humiliating Encounter Failure
When a Hewn either tries to attack or repair a damaged and/or stunned 
Hewn, and that attack or repair fails, the Hewn has suffered a humiliating 
Encounter failure. If they wish to encounter that same damaged and/or stunned 
Hewn again this turn, they must spend 1 action point doing the encounter, because of 
the embarrassment!

SAME SPACE ENCOUNTERS
When a “Moving Hewn” moves into the same space as a healthy enemy 
Hewn, the Hewns must AUTOMATICALLY encounter each other! (There is 
no choice about this!) This is then a “same space encounter”.  The other Hewn 
(who currently is not taking a turn) is called the “reacting Hewn.” Other damaged 
and or stunned Hewns in the space play no role in the same space encounter.

If any Hewn moves into the space of either a damaged enemy Hewn OR neutral 
Hewn OR damaged friendly Hewn (OR some combination of these) and 
chooses to repair/attack one of those Hewns (note you can’t attack your own 
Hewn), then the moving Hewn announces a same space encounter, which then 
is resolved.  The other Hewn subject to the same space encounter (who currently is 
not taking a turn) is also called the “reacting Hewn.”

When a Hewn simply moves into a space containing anything other than a healthy 
enemy Hewn and doesn’t wish to declare a same space encounter, nothing 
happens. 

No other Hewns can participate in a “same space” encounter. It is limited 
to the two Hewns involved. Remember other Hewns cannot truly see multiple Hewns 
in the same space – it confuses their sensors slightly, hence they cannot get involved 
in the same space encounter.  

Note: In a same space encounter, healthy Hewns must decide whether to attack 
or repair. They cannot do both!

Steps to follow to resolve the same space encounter
1. Announce the encounter
When any Hewn moves into an enemy Hewn’s space - an automatic same space 
encounter begins; or if a Hewn moves space with any other Hewn -that it wishes 
to repair/ attack - the Hewns owner simply states that this is a “same space 
encounter.” This is a free action.

2. Transmit Substract away
Any Hewns with Substract stored on their bodies - that wish to transmit it off-planet 
(to protect it), must announce and do that now. If they do not, and if they die, any 
Substract that is found on their Hewn is destroyed. (See Hewns dying.) Hewns in 
Same Space Encounters cannot transmit Substract to other Hewns. 

3. Secretly pick up dice
For each player with a healthy Hewn in the encounter, secretly pick dice to 
represent the Substract to be “burnt”/ used up (up to a maximum of seven 
dice but limited to the amount of actual Substract on the Hewn):
•  For each shot to be fired from a weapon, a Substract needs to be burnt. 

Sicket hit. If the Hewn has a Sicket Socket technology inserted, the technology is 
destroyed (which saves the Hewn). Return the technology to the supply and discard 
that card. Otherwise, the Hewn is dead. Follow the instructions for dead. (Above.)

Damaged. Take a damaged token from the supply and attach it to the Hewn’s 
control rod. The Hewn cannot move or take actions until it is repaired.

Stunned. Replace the Hewn’s control rod with a transparent rod - and place the 
Hewn’s card next to the Hewn on the board. The Hewn can no longer move or take 
actions until repaired. 

Damaged and stunned. Replace the Hewn’s control rod with a transparent rod 
and place the Hewn’s card next to the Hewn on the board. Take a damaged token 
from the supply and attach it to the Hewn’s control rod. The Hewn cannot move or 
take actions until it is repaired from BOTH the damage and the stunned 
effect.
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Each player with a Hewn in the encounter chooses how many “area type” 
dice and “laser type” dice he wants to shoot with. (Each weapon dice will cost 
1 Substract.) When you secretly pick up a weapon dice, you have chosen to 
attack and not repair.

•  Each player secretly chooses how many brain screens to create to protect 
against a repair (pick up a d10 for each brain screen), and/or how 
many body screens to protect against an attack (pick up an armour dice for 
each body screen), or neither (pick up no dice.) (Here, players try to guess whether 
they are going to be “attacked” or “repaired” and how many screens they can afford to 
create.) Each screen dice will cost 1 Substract.

•  NOTE: when a Hewn is encountering a damaged enemy Hewn, or neutral or friendly 
Hewn - to repair them, he doesn’t need to do anything secretive, and nor does he need to 
burn any screens to protect himself. (If he wants to attack a neutral Hewn, he will simply 
have to pick up any weapon dice he wishes to use.)

4. Players with healthy Hewns then announce 
whether this encounter is an attack or a repair;
(they may also need to reveal what their target 
is! And they reveal their secret dice)
•  Starting with the moving Hewn, players with healthy Hewns in this encounter 

announce whether they will attack or repair. 
•  If there is no healthy enemy Hewn present in the space, but more than one damaged 

enemy/ neutral/ Friendly Hewns in the space, the moving Hewn’s player decides 
which of the Hewns to target. 

5. Players must “pay” the Substract cost for the 
dice they have chosen
The total dice secretly picked is the total amount of dirty and/or normal 
Substract that a Hewn must be carrying and must extract from their Hewn and must 
pay over and put back into the supply pools of Substract. (It’s burnt up!) Note that 
when a Hewn is in the same space as any other hewn it cannot get Substract from friendly 
Hewns in nearby spaces! (The line-of-sight is “blocked”.) See the section on transmitting 
Substract. 

6. Players then add the normal dice they get for 
“being a healthy Hewn” and end up with separate 
dice for defence; and separate dice for attack (or 
repair.) 
Players then add the normal dice they get for being a healthy Hewn and end up with 
separate dice for defence; and separate dice for attack (or repair):
•  defence from attack: any Hewn being attacked adds the speed defence dice 

and armour dice shown on their Hewn card (repeat of pic 132), and any 
defence dice they get from technologies (e.g.: Hewns get an armour dice from a 
Slocic shield.) 

•  defence from repair: If they are being “repaired” by an enemy Hewn, healthy 
Hewns get to roll:

 •  1 d10 in defence – all Hewns get this. 
 •  If they have a complete heart card, they get an extra d10. (If they have a  
   Substract Gem inserted in their heart card, they would also get that extra  
       d10.) 
•  Each Nananbite used in defence is worth 1 Nanadice in defence. (Each of 

your Nananbites can be used for either defence or attack or is not used.)
•  If they are attacking, they get the close combat dice on their Hewn card;  

Example: One neutral Hewn (a stunned Chumbee) and one damaged enemy 
(Drump with blue control rod) Hewn are in a space when a Bliog (with a red control 
rod) moves into the same space, announcing an encounter. The red player will have to 
decide which of the Hewns his target is!

and dice from other technologies which do not require Substract to be 
burnt. The dice from using these technologies are added to the attack at this point.

•  If they are attempting a repair, they get d10 dice for each of the following:
 •  1 d10 for being a Bliog or 2 d10 for being a Spricelos
 •  1 d10 for a Fixito technology (if the Fixito is attached to the Hewn doing the  
   repair.)
 •  1 special Nanadice for each Nananbite that they choose to use in the  
   repair  (provided the Nananbites are attached to the Hewn doing the repair.)  
   see the section on Nananbite repairs. Remember: Nananbites can also be  
       used  in defence of repairs:  but you must choose which of them are to be used for  
   defence and which for repair. See above!
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 •   Escape dice. Rolling a single (1) escape on a speed defence dice counts 
as 1 defence. Rolling two (2) escape or more (repeat pic 133) allows 
the roller of the dice to cancel the entire attacker dice roll of his 
enemy and if he is able to move to an empty adjacent space (empty 
of any healthy Hewns), the Hewn rolling two or more may choose to move 
to that adjacent space as a free move. (The attack or repair of the Hewn who 
rolled those escape dice still counts.)

Note: damaged and stunned Hewns cannot attempt an attack or a repair. They only 
get defence dice if they are being repaired (rolled by the player to the right of the 
moving Hewn’s player): 
•  If they are being attacked, they have a defence of 0 and roll no defence dice. 

(Speed or armour.)
•  If they are being “repaired”, any player can roll 1d10 (on behalf of that Hewn) to 

reflect the difficulty of the repair.

7. Players roll all of the dice (secret and normal 
dice) and resolve 
 All encounters are resolved simultaneously and must be carried out, but it is easier to 
roll them separately:
•  For each attempted repair, determine the highest roll (the best of all its d10s 

and Nanadice rolls) made by the “defender” and the highest roll (the best 
of all its d10s and Nanadice rolls) made by the Hewn doing the repair: if 
the repairer rolls highest, the repair succeeds. (Otherwise there is no 
effect!) Remember that Nanabite rolls must be made using the special 
Nanadice and any Nananbite rolling a “Deadnana” dies, and is returned to 
the supply, and the roll is discarded.

Nanadead

•  If it was a damage repair, remove the damage counter from the   
  “defender” Hewn; and if the previously damaged Hewn is now healthy, the  
  moving Hewn’s turn ends now, and the previously damaged Hewn must  
  take its turn.
• If it was a brain repair, insert a control rod into the defending Hewn  
  that matches the repairer’s control rod colour. The player who   
  now controls that Hewn takes that Hewn’s card. 
 •  Note: If the moving Hewn was doing the repair, and the defending Hewn is  
   now healthy and on the moving Hewn’s team, the moving Hewn’s  
   turn ends now, and the Hewn with the new control rod must take  
   its turn. (It will also now take its turn during its new team’s turn  
   from here on out.)
 •  Note: If the reacting (non-moving) Hewn was doing the successful  
   repair, then the moving Hewn’s turn is over. It will next move along  
          with the reacting (non-moving) Hewn’s team when their turn comes  
   around. 
•  For each attack, compare the total of all weapon and close combat dice against 

the defence dice (armour and speed defence dice). If the total of the attacker’s 
dice is higher than the defenders total, then the attack is successful; otherwise 
there is no effect. However, note the following:

 •   Optional Re-rolls. (Eyeball re-rolls.) Attackers can re-roll as many of 
their attacking dice as they have re-roll ability on their Hewn card. If they 
have enough re-rolls, they could even re-roll the same dice more than once. 

Example: the Flappchap can re-roll 2 weapon and/or close combat dice. He 
rolls 0 and 1 on his close combat dice and 1 on his laser type weapon dice 
(for a total 2). The enemy Chumbee has rolled a total of 3 on his defence dice. 
To beat the defence the Flappchap must re-roll some of his dice: he re-rolls 
the laser type weapon dice and gets a “2” which means his current new total 
is “3”. He could re-roll the laser type dice again but decides to re-roll his “0” 
close combat dice. He rolls a “1” and now has a total of 4, so his attack is 
successful.)
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Note: Never roll the hurt dice when a swarm is the victim of a successful 
attack. (The difference between the attacker’s total and total defences rolled by 
the swarm are the amount of swarm members killed.

9. After the same space encounter is over
Sometimes more than one Hewn remains in the same space after all the steps of the 
same space encounter are finished. 
•   If ONLY one Hewn is healthy and the rest damaged and/or stunned; the 

healthy Hewn can optionally expel any or all of the damaged/ stunned 
Hewns in that space into any adjacent space(s) of the survivor’s choice. 
Those spaces could be a ravine space; node or tunnel. (Simply move the damaged 
and/or stunned Hewns, any damage tokens belonging to them, into any adjacent 
spaces of the healthy Hewns choosing.) This costs no action points.

•  If the moving healthy Hewn didn’t successfully repair an already damaged/ stunned 
Hewn, or his attack against a damaged/ stunned Hewn was unsuccessful, AND he 
wants to try again in the same space, he must spend an action doing the new 
attack/ repair. (It was a Humiliating Encounter Failure.) If he hasn’t got 
any action points left, that Hewn’s turn is over.

•  If two Hewns in the space are healthy, the moving Hewn must be 
retreated into an adjacent space (free of healthy Hewns) of his owner’s choice – 
even if this is by a new owner! (This doesn’t cost any action points.) 

•  Remember! If the moving Hewn has no more action points and has been 
can only retreat into a space with another healthy Hewn, it is regarded as 
stunned and stays were it was. (See the section on movement.)

What happens when both Hewns are trying to do 
a brain repair on each other?
When two enemy Hewns in the same space encounter both choose to do a brain 
repair, they may both succeed in the brain repair, and therefore both may end 
up with a different control rod!  (Otherwise, only one repair could work, or 
neither could work.)

If the moving Hewn is “brain repaired”, it will not take a Hewn turn for its 
new owner.  When the new owner gets his Turn again, that Hewn can be moved as 
normal. (If this results in the reacting player now having two healthy Hewns in the same 
space, the moving Hewn must be pushed out of the space of the same space encounter, 
by the new owner into an adjacent space free of healthy Hewns – this costs no action 
points, but if no space like this can be found, the Hewn becomes stunned and stays 
in the same space.)

If the “reacting Hewn” is “brain repaired”, it will immediately take a 
Hewn turn for its new owner, even if the moving Hewn is still healthy and 
has action points left.

 •   The dodge ability allows the defender to force the attacker to re-
roll one of his attack dice. The defender chooses which dice he 
wants re-rolled. (Example: A Midocondrian Scraveler is attacking a Four-
Way Gotler in a same space encounter. He had picked up 1 laser type dice 
and 1 area effect dice and then the standard 4 close combat dice - for a 
Midocondrian Scraveler. The Scraveler’s owner rolled “3” with the laser type 

dice and “1” with the area effect dice, plus “0”, “1”, “1” and a “0” with the close 
combat dice giving him a total of 6.  The Four-way Gotler only rolled a total 
of 4 with his defence dice, and so decides to force the attacker to re-roll his 
“3” laser type dice (using his dodge ability.) Luckily for him the roll comes up 
with a “1” and this now stands. The attacker now only has a total of 4, which 
is not higher than the defender total & the attack is currently unsuccessful. 
The Scraveler has a 1 re-roll ability and decides to use it: he re-rolls his laser 
type dice and it comes up with a “2”. This gives him a new total is 5 - which is 
enough for his attack to be successful.

   Note: It does not matter whether a dodge re-roll takes place before, during  
   or after any attacker re-rolls (eyeball re-rolls.)

8. For any attack that was successful, roll the 
hurt dice
See the section on rolling the hurt dice and apply the results, but if the Hewn is 
NOT healthy, it dies immediately – no need to roll the hurt dice. (See the Hurt dice 
results.)

Note: sometimes both Hewns in a same space encounter can end up having to roll 
the hurt dice. This is completely ok! Also, sometimes a Hewn performing a successful 
brain repair is stunned, damaged, killed or itself brain repaired! This is completely ok!
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Example 1 (A body repair on a friendly Hewn): 

A Dreampogg with a blue control rod has 2 (two) Nananbites assigned to him (see the 
section on Nananbites), and a Fixito. He, being the moving Hewn, enters a space 
of a friendly Hewn (a damaged Fogbear with a blue control rod) by first spending an 
action point moving into that space, and wants to try a body repair on the Fogbear. 
He announces he wants to encounter the Fogbear. This is a free action.

another action point to body repair the Fogbear. (He does and, so he uses up another 
action point and declares a new encounter.) 

This time he rolls a “5” for the surviving Nananbite, and a “9” for the Fixito. The other 
player rolls an “8” for the difficulty. Because the repairer’s roll is higher, the Fogbear is 
now healed from the damage. The damage counter is returned to the supply, and the 
Fogbear is now healthy. 

The Dreampogg’s turn is over, and the Fogbear will begin its turn - but it must move 
out of the space of the Dreampogg by the end of its turn, as a healthy Hewn cannot 
end its turn in the same space as another Hewn.

Example 2 (One Hewn tries a Brain repair, while 
the other Hewn tries an attack): 

 
Another player volunteers to roll a d10 to represent the difficulty of the repair and 
rolls “7”. 

The Fogbear and Dreampogg’s owner rolls 1 d10 for the Fixito and 2 Nanadice for 
the Nananbites. He rolls “4” for the Fixito and “Nananbite dead” and “7” for 
the Nananbites. Firstly, the Moving Hewn’s owner must discard the dice that rolled 
“Nananbite dead” for the Nananbite and must remove a Nananbite that was 
attached to the Dreampogg as it has died from exhaustion. His remaining dice have a 
highest value of 7 which is not higher than the difficulty roll of 7. (The repair thus 
fails.) 

The Dreampogg has suffered a humiliating encounter failure, so when the 
Dreampogg chooses to try encounter the Fogbear this turn again, he must spend 

A Spricelos (orange control rod), has enough action points to moves into a space with 
a Midocondrian Scraveler (purple control rod) and start a same space encounter 
because both Hewns are healthy and are enemies to each other.  No other 
Hewns can get involved.

The Midocondrian is fairly confident the Spricelos will to try a brain repair because 
the Spricelos (while having a good close combat ability) is far more powerful as a 
repairer.  
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The Spricelos does not have a weapon nor does he have any space for Substract, so 
he cannot burn a body screen or brain screen. He therefore cannot pick up any secret 
dice at this stage. (He has decided to attempt a brain repair on the Midocondrian - 
rather than an attack.) 

The Midocondrian Scraveler has 3 Substract himself, and a single Nananbite. He has a 
few decisions to make:  

Should he try a close combat attack, OR should he try to use his Nananbite in a brain 
repair on the Spricelos? If he uses his Nananbite to attempt a brain repair, he can’t 
use it to defend himself from the Spricelos’s probable brain repair. Should he burn a 
Substract to create a body screen or a brain screen? 

If he attacks in close combat, should he use a weapon or more than one weapon? And 
what type of weapon attack should he use? (Given his limited Substract.)

The Brain repair:
The Midocondrian indicates he is using his Nanabite in defence of the brain repair and 
rolls 1 Nanadice for it; he also rolls 1 d10 for the brain screen and another 1 d10 for 
his natural ability to resist the brain repair. (He rolls 2 for the Nanadice, 3 and 6 from 
his d10’s, which meant his best roll was a 6.) 

The Spricelos rolls 2 d10 to represent the brain repair. He rolls a 2 and 8. Hence, 
the Spricelos has succeeded in its brain repair of the Midocondrian because his best 
roll was higher (8 versus 6.) The Midocondrian’s previous owner hands over his 
card to the new owner; and the new owner places an orange control rod into the 
Midocondrian - replacing the purple control rod. 

Firstly, he decides to burn/create a brain screen. (There is little reason to create 
a body screen because he is convinced the Spricelos will attempt a brain repair on 
him. He secretly picks up a d10, which will give him a brain screen. This will cost him 
1 Substract.

Secondly, he chooses to attack, and to enhance his free close combat attacks, he 
chooses to burn 2 Substract to give him 2 weapon dice, (he chooses a mix of 1 laser 
effect dice and one area effect dice which he also secretly picks up.)

After the secret dice are revealed, (and thus the Midocondrian’s choice to attack) 
the Midocondrian’s owner places the 3 Substract back into the pool of Substract - to 
reflect the fact that Substract was burnt/used up. 

The Spricelos now clarifies he will be attempting the brain repair. 

The attack of the Midocondrian and the Spricelos’s brain repair are simultaneous:
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Note: Because the Spricelos has escaped, there was no reason for the Midocondrian 
to attempt a reroll of any of his dice. 

Example 3 (Both Hewns try a brain repair on each 
other): 

The attack:
The Midocondrian picks up 4 close combat dice (as per his card) and adds it to the 2 
weapon dice he got for burning the Substract. He rolls 0,1,1,0 for the combat dice, 3 
for his laser type dice, and 1 for his area effect dice. (That’s a total of 6 attack strength.)
The Spricelos automatically gets 5 speed defence dice and 1 armour dice (as per his 
card), rolling 0, 0, “escape”, 0, “escape” and 1 from his armour dice. Although the escape 
dice face normally counts as 1, because the Spricelos rolled 2 or more “escapes”, it is 
able to escape the entire attack, and is also able to move into an adjacent space free 
of enemy Hewns. (It decides to take the free move, and still escapes the strength 6 
attack.)
 

The Spricelos’s turn is over; and the Midocondrian takes a turn as a new orange 
controlled Hewn. 

A Dreampogg (with a red control rod) that has a Mamabite with 4 Nananbites moves 
into a space of a Gombat (blue control rod) with a heart card, and 5 Nananbites. The 
Dreampogg has 2 Substract. The Gombat suspected an encounter and got 3 dirty 
Substract (using transmitting) from a nearby Chailbine Zach, before the Dreampogg 
moved into the same space. 

Because a Hewn has moved into the space of an enemy healthy Hewn, there is an 
automatic encounter. (No other Hewns can declare an encounter with 
these Hewns.)

The Dreampogg (the moving Hewn) has a choice of attacking with close combat 
or to attempt a brain repair - the Gombat (the reacting Hewn) also has the same 
choice. 

Both Hewns secretly decide to attack with a brain repair and both secretly decide to 
burn 1 Substract to create a brain screen. 
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They both pick up a single d10 dice from behind their screens in the secret dice phase 
and reveal the dice simultaneously. The Dreampogg’s owner puts 1 of his Substract 
back in the pool of Substract to reflect him burning a Substract to give him a brain 
screen, and the Gombat’s owner does likewise.

Note: At this point, players could still decide to perform a close combat attack instead 
of a repair, and simply roll close combat dice in their attack, (because no weapon dice 
were revealed). Remember that a Hewn can ONLY choose either to attack or repair. 
However, both Hewns are determined to try a repair on each other.

They add their other “free dice” after showing they are both trying a brain repair on 
each other: the players must also decide how they are to use their Nanabites – in 
defending or attacking. The Dreampogg decides to use 3 of his Nanabites on repairing 
and 1 on defence. The Gombat decides to use all 5 of his Nanabites on repairing.
So, in total, the Gombat gets 5 Nanadice (from his Nananbites) to attempt the brain 
repair. He gets 3 d10 in defence (1 for his normal resistance; 1 for his heart card (which 
he shows) and 1 for his brain screen.)

The Dreampogg has 3 Nanadice for his Nanabites for his repair attempt. He gets 1d10 
in defence (for his normal resistance) plus 1 Nanadice.

Dreampogg’s repair effort
Starting with the Dreampogg’s repair effort, the Dreampogg rolls 7, 3 and 0 with his 
Nanadice. The Gombat rolls 2, 3 and 7 for his defence dice. The highest roll on both 
sides was 7, (which is a draw.) A draw always favours the defending Hewn with 
a brain repair. The Gombat is safe.

Gombat’s repair effort
The Gombat rolls 8, 7, 0, “Nanadead” and 1 for the Nanadice. The Gombat 
immediately removes a Nanabite and returns it to the pool of technology attachments. 
The Dreampogg rolls a 4 for his natural defence, 7 for the brain screen and 2 for 
the Nanadice. The Dreampogg has rolled lower (best roll was 7) than the Gombat’s 
best roll (8): he now belongs to the blue team. His previous owner hands over the 
Dreampogg card, and the Blue players replaces the Dreampogg’s old red control rod 
with a blue control rod. The Dreampogg’s turn is over for his previous team; so, he 
cannot yet take a full turn for his new owner. 

However, because two healthy Hewns cannot occupy the same space, the moving 
Hewn (Dreampogg) must be pushed into an adjacent space free of healthy Hewns 
by his new owner. Lucky for him, there is such a space, and this move costs no action 
points.
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Note: if the Dreampogg’s repair effort had been successful in taking 
over the Gombat, the Gombat would have taken a turn for its new team. 
In other words, when two Hewns lose a brain repair at the same time, 
only the Hewn who was “not moving” can now take a turn!

Example 4 (Both Hewns are successful with a 
brain repair!):  

A Minor Miner with a yellow control rod; two Nanabites; a Gunana weapon and 3 hidden 
dirty Substract moves into a space where he can both try a brain repair or an attack 
an enemy Igil (with a red control rod; 1 Nananbite and 4 hidden Substract.)  Note: 
a stunned (neutral) Flappchap is also in the space, but when you move a Hewn into 
the space of a healthy enemy Hewn you must encounter the healthy enemy Hewn. 
(Note: Neither the Minor miner nor the Igil can get Substract from any friendly 
Hewns because nobody can transmit Substract into or out of a same space encounter 
– except for transmitting “off planet”.) 

Secret dice phase
The Minor Miner secretly decides it would prefer to “brain repair” the Igil rather than 
attempt an attack. He hopes that the Igil does not attempt a repair as he would like to 
allocate both of his Nananbites to his brain repair attempt and none to a defence of a 
repair. He assumes (correctly) that the Igil has enough Substract hidden away to make a 
deadly attack.  However, he knows there is a possibility the Igil may try to “brain repair” 

him as well. He incorrectly guesses that he will suffer the attack and chooses to create 
2 body screens to protect himself from it & picks up secret 2 gray armour dice for 
his body screens to represent the Substract he is to burn up. 

The Igil is fairly sure that the Minor Miner will attempt a brain repair because the 
Miner has 2 Nananbites. The Igil therefore decides to create 3 brain screens 
(which costs 3 Substract) to protect himself, and secretly picks up 3 d10. 

Even though he has far more confidence that his close combat attack will succeed 
compared to attempting a repair on the Minor Miner, his team is desperately short on 

good mining units, and so he elects to attempt a difficult brain repair – hoping that the 
Miner will not guess his intent. (His close Combat attack would have used his claws, 
teeth and massive body mass, and generates 6 dice & costs no Substract. He wouldn’t 
have needed many weapon dice to supplement that attack!) However, with a brain 
repair he will only get a single Nanadice for the Nanabite.

(The Minor Miner and the Igil are not completely sure of what each other intend to do; 
but must try to guess what their opponent will do and plan accordingly!) 

Secret dice are revealed, Substract paid, targets announced, and 
other dice added 
Both players reveal their secret dice and pay the Substract over. The Minor Miner, 
seeing that there are no secret weapon dice revealed, suspects that there is a better 
chance that the Igil could be using a brain repair. He could move one (or both) of the 
Nanabites out of the repair and into potential defence from the Igil’s potential attack 
but decides to continue with his original plan. He reveals he is targeting the Igil with a 
repair and adds both 2 Nanadice to the dice he will roll. 
The Igil could change his plans (and move the Nanabite into defence and try to perform 
a close combat attack without weapons) now that the full extent of the Minor Miner’s 
repair is revealed, but also decides to continue with his single Nanabite repair and 
states he is attempting a repair. He picks up a single Nanadice. (This means that the 
Minor Miner’s 2 body screen dice are of no use and are discarded.)
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Minor Miners repair attempt:
The minor Miner rolls 4 and 8 on his 2 Nanadice. (Best score: 8) The Igil gets 4 d10 (1 
for his natural defence, and another 3 for his brain screens.) He rolls 2, 0, 6 and 5 for 
a best score of 6. The Minor Miner’s repair has worked. The Igil’s Red control rod is 
replaced by a yellow one. The Hewn’s card is passed to the new (yellow) owner.

Igil’s repair attempt:
The Igil rolls 5 for its Nanadice, and the Minor Miner only rolls 1 dice for its defence. 
(It’s natural defence.) It rolls a 4 and the Igil has been successful in the repair. The Minor 
Miner’s yellow control rod is replaced by a red control rod. The Hewn’s card is passed 
to the new (red) owner.

Both Hewns have been brain repaired! 

The Minor Miner, being the moving Hewn, ends its turn. The Igil will take a turn for its 
new yellow team.

END
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A
action points  5, 8, 9, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 44, 45, 48
actions  5, 8, 9, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 44, 45, 48
actions phase  16
after the same space encounter is over  44
ammunition  17, 40
announce the encounter  36, 41
apply the respite danger dice  33–56. See respite
area effect dice  9, 30, 38, 39, 40, 44, 46, 47
armour dice  5, 8, 9, 12, 31, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 47, 49
artillery  8, 11, 37, 38
attachment  7, 9. See also banjering; See also bidox
attacking dice  8, 36, 37, 43
auction  2, 3, 5, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21
auction hacking  13, 20. See also nanabites
auction phase  16, 19, 21
automatic repair  4

B
banjering  5, 7, 9, 11
bid  11, 16, 19, 20, 21. See also bidding
bidding  13, 19, 20, 21
bidding drone  20. See also bidox
bidox  13, 20, 21
big  6, 13, 19, 24, 25
blank face  33
body repair  8, 18, 45
body screen  6, 12, 17, 31, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 46, 49
bonus dice  5, 9, 28
brain repair  6, 7, 8, 9, 23, 35, 40, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49
brain screen  17, 35, 42, 46, 47, 48
burn  5, 9, 12, 21, 28, 31, 34, 36, 39, 40, 42, 46, 47, 49

C
calm planet  10, 31
chain of hewns  27
climb  5, 8, 22, 25, 26

climbing  5, 8, 25, 27. See climb
close combat  6, 9, 11, 12, 30, 33, 34, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49
close combat dice  6, 9, 11, 12, 30, 33, 40, 42, 43, 44, 47, 48
combined attack  37, 40
complete heart card  7, 18, 19, 42. See heart card
control rod  4, 5, 9, 13, 19, 23, 27, 34, 36, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50
cost  5, 6, 7, 12, 21, 24, 35, 36, 42, 44, 46. See minimum cost
currency  17

D
d10  7, 9, 18, 19, 25, 26, 35, 42, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50
damage  4, 9, 19, 34, 41, 43, 44, 45
damaged hewn  4, 19, 36, 43
damage token  4
danger dice  5, 12, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33
dangerous winds  25, 26
danger tokens  10, 30, 31, 32, 33
dead  9, 18, 40, 41, 45
defence dice  5, 9, 12, 31, 36, 37, 38, 40, 42, 43, 44, 47, 48. See also speed defence dice 
and armour defence dice
defence from attack  37, 42
defence of a repair  13, 49
depleted mines  3, 32
depleted mines track  3, 32
difficulty  19, 43, 45
difficulty roll  19, 45
dig  5, 8, 22, 24, 25
digging  5, 8, 25, 27. See dig
dirty substract  5, 6, 12, 17, 18, 20, 21, 26, 27, 47, 49
dodge  8, 9, 37, 38, 44

E
electrical mining  12
empty card  7
empty danger space  31
encounter mystery  34
encounters  2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 17, 21, 22, 26, 27, 34, 36, 37, 43

INDEXINDEX
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end game  3, 32
enemy  5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 47, 49
enemies  13, 23, 24
entrance  13, 23, 24
escape  37, 43
escape dice  37, 43. See escape
explode  9
extract dirty substract  11. See also suderer

F
fixito  18, 19, 35, 42, 45
fly  5, 8, 22, 25
flying  5, 8, 25, 27. See fly
free action  25, 26, 27, 35, 36, 41, 45

G
group of hewns  26

H
harvesting dirty substract  17
healthy Hewn  4, 12, 18, 22, 25, 26, 27, 35, 36, 37, 41, 42, 44, 45, 47
heart card  7, 8, 9, 18, 19, 29, 42, 47, 48
heart stone  7, 29
hewn’s card  4, 23, 41, 43, 50
hewn’s side  43
hewn’s team  9, 43. See also team
hewn turn  5, 21, 23, 24, 27, 28, 35, 36, 44
how do you dig a normal tunnel?  24. See normal tunnel
humiliating encounter failure  41, 44
hunting for dirty substract  21
hurt dice  5, 9, 11, 38, 40, 44

I
implosion  12. See implosion bomb
implosion bomb  12
increasing the size of the tunnel  5, 25. See normal tunnel

L
laser type dice  6, 11, 30, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 44, 47
lava  10, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 33
lava danger token  10, 30, 33. See lava
line of sight  2, 27, 40

M
magnetic tunnel  22, 24, 26, 27
major gozzbag  6, 12, 29, 33. See also electrical mining
mamabite  13, 47
medium  6, 13, 19, 22, 25
mine depleted  31
mines  3, 5, 12, 17, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 39
minimum cost  5, 21
mining  2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 17, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 49
mining ability  5, 12, 28, 29. See mining dice
mining action  5, 12, 28, 33

mining aggressively  5. See mine aggressively
mining claw  12, 28, 29
mining dice  9, 12, 28, 29, 30, 33
mining icon  12. See mining dice
move  4, 8, 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 31, 37, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49. See moving
moving  5, 22, 24, 26, 30, 31, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50
moving hewns and line of sight  27
mudgestick  5, 8, 24, 25, 26

N
nanabite  13, 19, 35, 43, 46, 48, 49
nanadead  13, 43, 48
neutral Hewn  4, 6, 8, 26, 34, 36, 40, 41, 42
new mine  16, 32
new turn phase  16
next player  32
node  13, 21, 22, 26, 44
no remaining danger tokens  31
normal substract  3, 5, 6, 17, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28, 29, 36, 42. See also substract
normal tunnel  21, 24

O
order of danger dice  33

P
pink dice  6. See close combat dice
placing bids  20. See bidding
planet attack  10, 22, 27, 30, 31
planet attack token  22, 30, 31. See planet attack
planet card  26
players must “pay” the substract cost  36, 42
players roll all of the dice  37, 43
players then add the normal dice  37, 42
players with healthy hewns then announce who their target is 36

Q
quantity  3, 11, 18, 21

R
range attack  12. See ranged encounter
ranged combat  8, 9. See ranged enounter
ranged encounter  6, 8, 11, 12, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40
ravine  21, 22, 25, 26, 44
raw substract  18
re-assert control  7, 8
recovery phase  4, 8, 18
red dice  6. See area effect dice
repair  4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 18, 19, 23, 28, 34, 35, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50
repairing  7, 9, 13, 34, 48. See also body repair and brain repair
re-roll  5, 30. See re-roll ability
re-roll ability  5, 30
re-rolling mining dice  29
apply the respite danger dice  33
respite  30, 32, 33
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retreat  44
revealed hewns  27
rolling “2/gem” on the mining dice  29
round  2, 3, 5, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21

S
same space  5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 17, 22, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 34, 35, 36, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 47, 
48, 49
same space encounter  5, 9, 10, 13, 22, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 40, 41, 44, 45, 49
scenario card  3, 32
scouting card  21
secret entrance  13. See also entrances
secret locations  5
secretly pick up dice  36, 41
see  4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 
39, 40, 41, 42, 45
sicket hit  41
sicket socket  9, 11, 28, 29, 41
small  6, 13, 19, 22, 25
snedj  10, 22, 27, 30, 31, 33
snedj nest danger token  10, 30. See snedj
space  5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 
37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49
special abilities  5, 8, 24
special ranged encounter  8, 34. See artillery
speed defence dice  5, 9, 12, 37, 40, 42, 43, 47
stone heart  7
stunned and damaged hewn  4
stunned hewn  4, 5, 19, 26, 36, 38, 41, 44
substract  3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 33, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 46, 47, 48, 49. See also normal substract & dirty substract; See 
also burn
substract gem  7, 8, 18, 19, 29, 42
substract gems at the end of the game  29
suderer  11. See also extract dirty substract
swarm  9, 10, 31, 38, 44

T
team  9, 10, 19, 21, 43, 48, 49, 50. See also also see hewn’s team
technologies  3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 18, 19, 21, 23, 28, 35, 37, 40, 41, 42
transmit substract  27, 41, 49
transmitting substract  18, 27, 28, 34, 36, 42
transmitting substract “off planet”  27
transmitting substract to other friendly hewns  27
transparent control rod  4, 5
turn order cards  16, 19, 21
turn track  16

V
victory points  17

W
weapon  6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17, 34, 36, 37, 38, 41, 42, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49
where exactly do I place the new mine?  32
Y
yellow dice  6. See laser type dice
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